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i. INTRODUCTION
Knowledge of the dynamics of liquid propellant in a low Bond number
(defined to be mass density times acceleration of gravity and the square
of a characteristic length divided by the surface tension) environment is
critical to the design of certain spacecraft systems with respect to or-
bital propellant transfer and attitude control system. The proposed re-
usable Space Tug will be required to perform orbital and docking maneu-
vers with as much as 90% of the vehicle mass as liquid fuel. The effects
of the liquid mass on the control system will be significant. In the ab-
sence of normal gravity, liquid free surfaces tend to distort drastically
under the influence of relatively small disturbances. The propellant mo-
tions in low gravity may cause inefficient spacecraft operation or even
mission failure, if the motion has not been accurately accounted for in
the design of the vehicle.
Because the Bond number will be near or below unity for a large por-
tion of the Space Tug flight environment, the equilibrium configuration
of the liquid and natural frequencies and mode shapes will be primarily
dependent on liquid surface tension and contact angle. A large body of
experimental data have been produced on low Bond number sloshing using
drop tower techniques and at l-g using very small models,. but there has
been little successful analytical work applicable for tanks of general
shape at Bond numbers of one. This study applied the finite element com-
puter technique to the low Bond number slosh problem for tanks of general
axisymmetric shape.
The study resulted in the development of digital computer programs
for the determination of liquid free surface equilibrium shape, and lat-
eral slosh natural vibration mode shapes and frequencies for a liquid in
a container of arbitrary axisymmetric shape with surface tension forces
the same order of magnitude as acceleration forces (Bond number -1).
For the vibration analysis, a finite volume element representation of the
liquid was used.
The liquid free surface equilibrium shapes were computed for several
tanks at various contact angles and ullage volumes. One of these config-
urations was selected for vibration analysis and lateral slosh mode shapes
and natural frequencies were obtained.
This report provides documentation of the above results.
(This page blank)
32. TECHNICAL APPROACH
The problem was approached in two distinct steps:
a) establish the static equilibrium shape for a given axisymmetric
container subject to contact angle and ullage volume constraints;
b) given the static equilibrium shape, model the system as an assem-
blage of finite elements and obtain natural frequencies and vi-
bration modes.
2.1 Equilibrium Configuration for a Liquid Bounded by Free Surface and
Axisymmetric Container
Of paramount importance to the solution of the low Bond number slosh
problem is definition of the equilibrium free surface configuration. We
seek a solution, for a given container geometry, such that two conditions
are satisfied. The conditions are:
a) ullage (or liquid) volume consistent with user specifications,
and
b) liquid/container contact angle consistent with user specifica-
tions.
In the following sections we develop a formulation for the equilibrium
surface shape consistent with the above two specifications. The analy-
tical developments presented herein assume a geometrically axisymmetric
container subjected to an axisymmetric acceleration field.
2.1.1 Axisymmetric Meniscus Shape - Under the assumptions listed
above, it is evident that the meniscus configuration will also be axisym-
metric. Definition of the meniscus shape can be accomplished through
examination of a force balance. Consider the annular ring cut from the
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Figure 2-1. Force Balance on Axisymmetric Meniscus
A force balance in the vertical direction yields
2 ro(r+dr) sin(0+d)] -27rr sinR
(P-P2) 2rrcos + +2 ds (1)
where a = surface tension
P1 = pressure above meniscus
P2 = pressure below meniscus
r = radius
h = height
s = arc length
5and it follows that
(r+dr)(sin/ cos df + cosp sin d ) - r sin
= 1P2 r (cose cos d- sin/f sin df) ds (2)2 2
For dp small we have
sin dP = d8
cos dP = 1
and Equation (2) becomes
(r+dr)(sinp + cosp d ) - r sin8
= ( P 2  r (cos - sin P ds (3)
or
r cosp d+ sin dr = IP 2) r cosp (4)
where second order terms have been neglected.
Introducing
dh '






rp' cosp + r' sinp = 1PIP 2r cosp (5)
or
rhh"'+r' h'= P-P 2 r r' (6)
6and finally, we have the differential equation for the axisymmetric
meniscus* as
ds (rh') = 1 2) ' . (7)
A second differential equation arising from the geometry is
(r')2 + (h')2 = . (8)
a) Liquid Below Meniscus
For a free meniscus with liquid below (Figure 2-2) we have
P = PG = ullage gas pressure
P2 = PL = PLo - pgh = liquid pressure
where p = liquid density
g = acceleration
PLo = liquid pressure at origin
h
Gas, PG g
Figure 2-2. Meniscus With Liquid Below
* This is exactly the result presented in NASA SP-106, H. N. Abramson,
editor
and the governing differential equations are
rh' + r'h' = rr' PG-PLo + pgh)
(9)
(r')2 + (h')2 = 1
b) Liquid Above Meniscus
For a free meniscus with liquid above (Figure 2-3) we have
P = P L = PLo - pgh = liquid pressure




Figure 2-3. Meniscus With Liquid Above
and the governing differential equations are
rh" + r'h' = -rr' (PGPLo+ pgh
0 (10)
(r')2 + (h')2 = 1
2.1.2 Volume Contained Within Meniscus - With reference to Figure
2-1, it is seen that the volume of liquid (or ullage gas) contained within
the boundary of the meniscus can be represented as
dV = r2dh (11)
8or V' = 7r 2h' (11)
and when h'> 0 then V'> 0
and when h'< 0 then V'< 0
so that for
a. liquid below meniscus V'> 0 is ullage volume
V'< 0 is liquid volume
b. liquid above meniscus V'> 0 is liquid volume
V'< 0 is ullage volume
2.1.3 The State Equations - Definition of the applicable set of
state equations follows from Equations (7), (8) and (11). We have
rh" + r1h' =(PP 2) rr'
r'r" + h'h" = 0 (12)
V' = 7r2h '
with P PG
P2 PLo - pgh for liquid below meniscus,
and P=PLo - pgh
P2 = PG for liquid above meniscus.
We now define a set of state variables as
r r!
h h'
Y r' Y' = r" (13)
h' h"
V/1 V'/ .
and the governing state equations become
9rh" + r'h' = (A + Bh) rr'
r'r" + h'h" = 0 (14)
V'/r = r2h'
with A = (PG"PLo)/
B = pg/1 for liquid below meniscus,
and A = (PLo-PG)/a
B = -pg/a for liquid above meniscus.
The system governing state equations follow as
Y' = r' = Y3
Y2' = h' = Y
Y' = r" = -Y4 (A + BY2 - Y4/Y 1)
Y' = h" = Y3 (A + BY2 - Y/Y
2Yt =Y Y5 14
subject to the initial values
Y1(0) = 0 Y4 (0) = 0
Y2 (0) = 0 Y5 (0) = 0. (16)
Y3 (0) = 1
The equations can be integrated using a numerical procedure to yield a
trajectory which defines (for specified values of the coefficients A and
B) continuous values of h, r and the contained volume V. The apparent
singularity at the origin occuring in the 3rd and 4th of Equation (15)
can be resolved through application of L1Hospital's Rule.
2.1.4 Definition of the Container - The development to this point
has considered only the axisymmetric meniscus shape without regard to the
nature of the container. For purposes of this investigation, it will be
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Figure 2-4. Container Geometry
2.1.5 Definition of the Contact Angle - Consider the fluid free
surface intersection with the container. Using the usual definition of
contact angle (i.e., the angle between the container and the fluid sur-
face measured through the fluid) we can establish a measure of the con-
tact angle through examination of Figure 2-5. We define*
dr
ci
tan = rdXc X=Xa c
tan a = rI/X I
f X=X,
dX
where X dX d (X + h) = h'f ds ds X+h)
* The subscripts f and c refer to fluid and container, respectively;




Figure 2-5. Contact Angle Geometry
and, with reference to the figure, it is evident that the contact angle
is
S= a - (17)
2.1.6 Implementation - The digital computer program to define the
static equilibrium shape runs in one of two distinct and independent
modes of operation. The mode selection is controlled by the Boolean
input control variable SEARCH. If SEARCH is input as .TRUE., the search
mode is selected; if SEARCH is input as .FALSE., the survey mode is se-
lected. The same program is used in both cases, however, the input re-
quirements and the outputs obtained are different enough to justify
separate discussion of each mode.
2.1.6.1 Survey Mode - While developing and checking out
what is now the search mode, it was found to be quite difficult, in
many cases, to supply the program with initial values of the iteration
parameters, Ao and Xi, sufficiently close to the desired values to guar-
antee convergence of the solution algorithm. (A complete discussion of
Ao and Xi will be found in Section 2.1.6.2.) This difficulty is espe-
cially severe prior to the user obtaining any computational experience
with a given container. In other words, the user thinks of the problem
in terms of contact angle (9) and ullage volume (Vu) but the solution
algorithm developed from the differential equations derived in Section
2.1.3 requires Ao and Xi to effect a solution. Therefore, the survey
mode was developed and incorporated into the program to assist the user
in generating a mapping, or a transformation from 9, Vu coordinates to
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Ao, Xi coordinates. It is strongly recommended that the user take ad-
vantage of this feature before attempting to arrive at a specific solu-
tion via the search mode.
The survey mode operates by cycling through a user specified range
of the two iteration parameters producing a table of 9 and Vu vs Xi for
each A0 . On option, the table may be plotted, three plot frames (9 vs
Xi , Vu vs Xi , and 9 vs Vu) for each Ao. This procedure may need to be
repeated several times with different ranges on A0 and Xi to obtain the
desired degree of correspondence but is inexpensive compared to running
the search mode blind with trial and error initial values. Given this
survey data and a desired 9 and Vu, the user can interpolate and/or cross-
plot to obtain good initial values of the iteration parameters for input
to the search mode.
Specific input requirements for the survey mode are given in Section
6.2.1.1. A sample of the tabular printed output is shown in Figure 3-1,
and samples of the optional plotted output are displayed in Figures 3-2
through 3-5.
2.1.6.2 Search Mode - The solution algorithm as encoded in
the search mode of the digital computer program consists of three phases:
input and initialization, iteration, and output of solution.
The input and initialization phase reads input data in NAMELIST
format (as fully described in Section 6.2.1), performs several checks
on the consistency of the input data, computes required constants, and
initializes certain variables.
The iteration phase performs the computations required to arrive
at the coordinates of the free surface static equilibrium shape. The
four nested loops which comprise the iteration phase logic are, from
inner to outer, the integration loop, the X loop, the A loop, and the
main loop. The main loop is entered with current values of Ao, AA o,
Xi, AXi, and the direction of search in the A coordinates (as denoted
by the variable SGN) and control immediately falls through to the A-
loop. In the search mode, the A-loop is repeated at most twice for
each entry from the main loop. The A-loop increments the current Ao
by AAo in the proper direction (A=AO+SGN* AAo ) , initializes the state
vector and other data associated with integration of the state equations
(Section 2.1.3) and enters the integration loop.
The integration loop uses the Runge-Kutta-Gill numerical integra-
tion algorithm to integrate the state equations, saving the r,X coor-
dinates of the free surface trajectory obtained. The integration loop
exits on any one of the following conditions:
a) the trajectory passes through the maximum radius of the con-
tainer, r>Rmax;
b) the trajectory passes through the axis of symmetry of the
container, r<O;
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c) the trajectory passes through itself, dr/ds>0 and dX/ds<0,
or dr/ds< 0 and dX/ds>O0, where s is the arc length coordinate.
These conditions are monitored by the Boolean function GOBACK and the
loop is exited with the curtent trajectory in the array SOLN.
Upon exit from the integration loop, initialization is performed
for the X-loop and the X-loop is entered. The X-loop is repeated the
number of times specified by the input variable NX for each entry from
the A-loop. It's function is to search each Xi in the range X+ (NX)*AX
<Xi< X- (NX)*AXi for an approximate value of the error function, ,
where # = [(Vucurrent-Vdesired )/100.]2 + [(9 current desired)/1802',
less than the current value. If a smaller error is found, information
identifying the current solution is saved and the loop is repeated until
completion. Upon completion of the X-loop, one of two conditions exist:
either a better solution was found, or a better solution was not found.
If a better solution was not found, control passes to the top of the A-
loop and the process is repeated for A=Ao-SGN*AA o . If no better solution
is found on the second pass, the presumption is that AA o and AXi are too
large; they are halved and control passes to the top of the main loop for
a new search about the same Ao and Xi as before but with smaller values
of AAo and AXi.
If a better solution is found upon completion of the X-loop, an
accurate value of is computed for the current solution, and, if 4P is
greater than the input tolerance, EPSC, Ao is set equal to A and control
passes to the main loop for another search with no change in direction.
This procedure is repeated until either convergence is established
(U< EPSC), in which case final output is generated, or until AA o be-
comes less than a prescribed tolerance (currently 10-5 times the initial
input AAo) in which case the message HALVING LOOP,EXECUTION TERMINATED
is printed and control passes to the input phase for the next case, if
any.
Final output consists of tabulated values of the free surface equili-
brium shape coordinates R and X as well as values of R', X', and incre-
mental ullage volume V*.
2.1.6.3 Container Definition - In order to provide the maxi-
mum flexibility in specifying a container shape, it was decided to impose
on the user the burden of writing a FORTRAN subroutine called CAN, with
entry points RCAN and RCANP. RCAN is passed a value of X as an argument
and computes the corresponding value of r. RCANP is passed a value of X
as an argument and computes the corresponding value of dr/dX. The version
of CAN presented herein (Section 6.1.1) computes these values for the con-
tainer selected for the vibration analysis demonstration problem and can be
used as a model for other containers.
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2.2 Mass and Stiffness Matrices
Mass and stiffness matrices of the complete structure (only fluid
is used in this study because the tank wall is assumed rigid) are cal-
culated using a finite-element approach. In this approach, a continu-
ous structure is assumed to be composed of simple, small structural
elements such as tetrahedrons, pentahedrons, and hexahedrons for the
volumetric fluid elements and triangles and quadrilaterals for the
surface elements (both gravitational and surface tension). The deri-
vation to obtain the finite element mass and stiffness matrices is
based on kinetic energy and strain energy principles, respectively.
The kinetic energy for a complete structure may be expressed as
T = Pff(X, Y, Z) 12 (X, Y, Z, t) dX dY dZ (18)
where T = kinetic energy
P = mass density
8 = time rate change of deflection
t = time
X, Y, Z = global coordinates
The difficulty in integrating equation (18) is expressing the deflection
8 (X, Y, Z, t) as a continuous function over the complete structure. In
the finite-element approach, however, this apparent difficulty is circum-
vented by idealizing the structure to be comprised of many small structural
elements for which 8 (X, Y, Z, t) can be expressed as a continuous function
within the element boundaries. Thus, the expression (18) is valid for each
of the finite-elements of the structure. Then the kinetic energy of the
structure is the summation of the kinetic energies of each of the finite
elements, that is,
T = -T. (19)
where i refers to one particular finite element "i".
The common junction of finite elements is denoted as panel points, nodes
or joints. Joints will be used here. The deflection 8(X, Y, Z, t) is-
easily expressed as a simple function of the joint deflections. These
element joint deflections are then generalized coordinates or degrees of
freedom of the complete structure.
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The approach is to derive the mass matrix for finite-element, "i",
in a convenient local coordinate system and then transform it to the
global coordinate system. The technique is outlined here:
T. = (t) mT L] hL(t) i (20)
where mL = the mass matrix in the local coordinate system for the
i tith element. This mass matrix is obtained by integra-
tion using an assumed displacement function. The dis-
cussion is deferred till later.
(t) = the time rate of change of the joint deflections of
finite-element, "i". This is in the local system.
The deflections in the local coordinate systems are related to deflections
in the global coordinate directions by a transformation matrix, [Y]i of
direction cosines. Thus,
h(t)) = [1i {hG(t)} (21)
where hG(t) 1i = the joint deflections of finite element, "i", in the
where hG i global coordinate system.
Using equation (21) in equation (20)
Ti = '1 h0(t T imG hG(t) i (22)
where [mG] = [Y mL] []i (23)
%ii
is the mass matrix with respect to the global coordinate system for the
ith finite-element. Further, all the elemental mass matrices are finally
assembled to give the mass matrix of the total structure, as shown in
equation (19).
The development of the finite-element stiffness matrices is similar
to that of the mass matrices. The strain energy for the structure may
be expressed as the summation of the strain energies of each finite
elements. That is,
U = U. (24)
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As was done for the finite-element mass matrix, the stiffness matrix for
finite-element, "i", is derived in a convenient local coordinate system.
Thus,
U. = 3 hL(t) [KL] i hL(t) (25)
where [KL] = the stiffness matrix with respect to local coordinate
ULJ i directions for finite element, "i". This stiffness
matrix is obtained by integration using an assumed
displacement function. This will be discussed later.
hL(t) = the joint deflections of finite element, i, measuredi in local coordinate system.
The same transformation matrix, [Yi, which was used in equation (22)
is used.here to relate the deflections in local coordinates to deflections
in global coordinates. Substitute then to give
Ui = h T [K] hG(t) (26)
where KG = [ KL (27)
is the stiffness matrix with respect to the global coordinate system for
the ith element.
Euler angle rotations at some joints (where the body coordinate is
needed to be different than that of the global coordinates) are input in
the program to allow the joint degree of freedom at these joints to be
different than that of global X, Y, Z directions.
2.2.1 Surface Tension Finite Element - The basic surface tension,
element is a triangle; quadrilateral elements are formed by taking the
average of the four overlapping triangles created by the diagonals.
For each triangle element, a local Cartesian coordinate system is
defined such that vertex I is at the origin, vertex 2 is on the positive
x-axis, vertex 3 is in the positive y direction as shown below.
Y 17
x
Figure 2-6. Triangle Coordinate System
The displacement field, in the normal direction (z), is chosen to
be.compatible with the triangle gravity element and the tetrahedron fluid
element and will be linear of the form
w =a + b x + c y (28)
The coefficients (a, b, c) are eliminated in terms of the 3 vertex dis-
placements (wl, w2 , w3).
The mass matrix for the surface tension element is zero because
there is no contribution of this element to the kinetic energy of the
total system.
The stiffness matrix for the surface tension element is obtained
as follows. Surface energy is associated with the liquid/vapor inter-
face and the work done by the external liquid molecules to extend the
surface. To simplify calculations, a hypothetical tension that acts
in all directions parallel to the surface is substituted for the sur-
face energy. This hypothetical tension is generally termed "surface
tension". Surface tension has the same dimensions as surface energy
per unit surface area, and it must have the same numerical magnitudea
The concept of liquid surfaces behaving like a stretched membrane must
not be misconstrued because surface energy is the fundamental liquid
property and surface tension is merely a mathematical equivalent. The
derivation given here is similar to that given in Reference (2) under
Flexure of Plates with Simultaneous In-Plane Forces.
The effect of the normal deflection, w, is to introduce additional
in-plane strains. Considering the figure (2-7) below, if points A and
B move vertically, then the original length Ax becomes
(Ax)2 + (j A x )2  (29)a;x
18





Figure 2-7. In-Plane Strain Due to Normal Deflection
The extension of the plate is then (neglecting higher order terms)
u = Ax 2 (31)
and the in-plane strain (u/ Ax) is
e w) 2 (32)
Similarly, in the y direction,
ey = ( 2 (33)
The in-plane strain energy thus becomes
Ust = ( 2+ dxdy (34)
Where a is the coefficient of surface tension. Noting that the slopes






T 1. w2' w3] (36)
and [G] is a differentiation matrix.
The potential energy for the element becomes
u st =-iT [Kt] 81 (37)
where [Kst] is the stiffness matrix for the surface tension element and
is defined as
[K st = [G] T [G] dxdy (38)
Using the linear displacement function of Equation (28)
w =  [1 x y] b (39)
To evaluate a, b, c
w22 1 x2 0 b (40)
3 L x3 3 c
18} [A]
From which





[A] -1 = -1/x2  l/x 2  0 ' (42)
(x3-x2)/x2Y3  -x3/x 2 Y3  1/y3
w =  [1 x y] [A] -1i8 (43)
Now




By comparing the above equation with Equation (35), we see that
[G] = 3 X3 O (45)
x3-x 2  -x3  x
where A = x2 Y 3 (the area).
Then from Equation (38)
[Kst] = - A [G] T [G]
a 2 2 2
- A 3 + (x3-x2) -3 x3 (x3-2) x2 (x3-x2)
-y2 - x (x3-x2) x -x2 x (46)
x2 (x3-x2) -2 x3  I J
2.2.2 Gravity Finite Elements - The basic gravity element is a
triangle; quadrilateral elements are formed by taking the average of
the. four overlapping triangles created by the diagonals. This element
uses a linear displacement field (') that is boundary conformable.
The mass matrix for the gravity element is zero because there is no
contribution of this element to the kinetic energy of the total system.
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The stiffness matrix for the gravity element is obtained by expres-
sing the gravitational potential energy in terms of the vertex displace-
ments as
U = pg ( w 7 ) (9 ) ds (47)
area
where U = gravitational potential energyg
-R = unit outer normal
= a unit vector parallel with the gravity vector E, but of
opposite sense, i.e., e = -g/g
A noteworthy observation can be made with reference to the gravitational
potential energy expressed in Equation (47). We note that since we have
a boundary conformable element, -the surface integrals such as Equation
(47) will all cancel each other throughout the interior of the fluid in
a container, since - on common element boundaries is equal and opposite.
Thus, the gravitational potential energy will depend only on displacement
coordinates at the boundary of the entire volume of fluid (the free sur-
face and the wetted container wall).
Notice also that for a rigid tank, w * n is non-zero only at the
free surface where e = -; thus,
U = pg ( * )2 ds, (48)
g Free
Surface
a much more familiar expression than that of Equation (47).
2.2.3 Fluid Finite Element - The basic fluid element is a tetra-
hedron; pentahedron elements and hexahedron elements are synthesized,
simply by placing six and ten overlapping tetrahedrons together, re-
spectively and averaging the result. The averaging is carried out to
eliminate the bias, if any.
For each tetrahedron element, a local Cartesian coordinate system
is defined so that vertex 1 is the origin, the x-axis includes vertex 2,





Figure 2-8. Local Coordinate System for Tetrahedron Element
This element uses a linear displacement field (constant strain)
that is boundary conformable. The displacement field throughout the
element is expressed in terms of coordinate locations and appears as
- (x, y, z, t) = - 0 + 'a 1 x + 72 y + -a 3 z (49)
The coefficients ak(t), k = 0, 1, 2, 3 are eliminated in terms of the
12 vertex displacements.
The mass matrix for the fluid elements is obtained by expressing
the kinetic energy as
T = f w - pdv (50)
Vol
where T = kinetic energy
w = a + x +2 y + a3 z
p = mass density
This gives rise to a (12x12) mass matrix.
The stiffness matrix for the fluid element is obtained by expressing
the volumetric dilatation strain energy in terms of vertex displacement
coordinates as




where UD = volumetric dilatation energy
K = fluid bulk modulus
9 = volumetric strain
2.3 Vibration Analysis
Two methods are included in this study for the solution of the
eigenvalue/vector (i.e., frequencies/mode shapes) problem. The first
method uses a Jacobi technique and is documented in Reference 3 in the
description of Subroutine MODEl. This subroutine is used to calculate
frequencies/mode shapes for small and intermediate size problems (ap-
proximately 120 DOF on a computer with 65000 core). No description of
the method will be given here because the use of this subroutine is
straightforward.
For larger size problems, a second method of calculating the fre-
quencies/mode shapes is included. This is the iterative Rayleigh-Ritz
method which is described in References (1) and (4). In this method,
a large problem is reduced to a smaller problem in a particular fre-
quency range. Mode shapes are initially assumed and then by the itera-
tive technique are improved until they converge to the normal vibration
modes of the structure. Because the iterative Rayleigh-Ritz method is
not as straightforward as the first method described above for smaller
size problems, the iterative Rayleigh-Ritz method is briefly described
here;
For a discrete coordinate model of a structure having n degrees of
freedom, the equations of motion can be written as
[M] + [K] hj =  0 (52)
where Ihl =  jh(t)j vector of discrete coordinate displacements,
[M] = mass matrix
[K] = stiffness matrix
If a solution of the type h = Ihl eiwt, implying a simple harmonic
motion is assumed, equation (52) can be written as
([K] - 2[M]) h = 01 (53)
Equation (53) is recognized as a matrix eigenvalue problem of order n,
whose eigenvectors [c] are the mode shapes and whose eigenvalues ,2]
are the frequencies. A complete sequence of trial vectors
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V 1 , V 2 , {VI 3 ' ------------ V} n 
(54)
which are linearly independent, is assumed. The displacement jh i is
then expressed as a linear sum of the first "m" trial vector, that is,
{hj = [V] (55)
(nxl) (nxm) (mxl)
Substitution of Equation (55) into (53) and multiplying by [V] T gives
([K*] _ 2 [ j ) = 01 (56)
where
[K*] [ v] T [K] [v] (57)
and
[M*] = [V T [M] [v] (58)
Equation (56) is a matrix eigenvalue problem of reduced order "m" whose
eigenvectors are [4,*] and eigenvalues are [a
2
, . The solution of
equation (56) has the form
Iq= [ *] lq* (59)
where {q*t is the normalized coordinate vector. The eigenvalues,
rw2. , approximate the first "m" eigenvalues of the original structure.
The associated eigenvectors [@] of the original structure are obtained
by substitution of Equation (59) into (55), yielding
h = [V] [*] jqJ
(nxl) (nxm) (mxm) (mxl)
or
h = [] j{q*1l (60)
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where
[4] = AV] [y*] (61)
The accuracy of the mode shapes [D] and frequencies t2] obtained
depends entirely upon the trial vector ] . If V] contains the true
modal patterns, then the eigensolution for[)] and L22] are exact.
However, in general, that is not the case. Exact results can be obtained
for the first "m" modes of the structure if the trial vectors IV] do not
have any contribution from modes higher than "m". Thus, an improved set
of trial vectors can be calculated by suppressing the contribution of
higher modes in approximate mode shapes. The procedure for suppressing
the contribution of the higher modes is well known; in fact, it is the
basis of the Power or Stodola-Vianello' matrix iteration method of modal
analysis. Here, however, the method is applied to all modes simultane-
ously and is given as,
[K] Iv] = [M] [4] (62)
The solution is carried out for [V] , which is then used to repeat equa-
tions (56) through (62). The cycle can be repeated until all the mode
shapes [4] and frequencies o2 have converged to within a prescribed
tolerance. Convergence is assured because the technique is equivalent
to a power iteration applied simultaneously to all modes. Thus, the
convergence theorems associated with the power method are directly ap-
plicable. The role of the eigensolution (equation (56)) is to prevent
all modes from converging on the lowest mode.
Associated with the iterative Rayleigh-Ritz technique are para-
meters that affect the convergence and, hence, computer time which will
be briefly discussed here. They are:
a. the initial mode shapes assumed to start the iteration process,
b. the number of modes used,
c. the repression of higher modes, and
d. shifting.
a. Initially Assumed Mode Shapes - The choice of initial mode
shapes plays a very important role in the success of the technique.
Inherent with the initial mode shape selection are two basic problems:
(1) modes may be missed, and (2) the triple product [M*] = [V]T [ M] [V]
may be ill-conditioned if the columns of IV] are not sufficiently inde-
pendent. It does not appear that there is a way to guarantee that the
above two conditions will be met with any selection of [V] , however,
the chance of them occurring can be minimized with some judicioud se-
lection of the vectors. If the elements of the vector or of matrix [V]
are randomly generated, it has been found that the chances of the above
two conditions being violated is very remote.
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b. Number of Modes Used - An increase in the number of modes used
will, in general, decrease the number of iterations required for conver-
gence. However, if more modes are used, the computer time for each
iteration will increase because of the increase in sizes of the matrices
used. Determination of the optimum number of modes to use requires an
empirical assessment.
c. Repression of Higher Modes - As pointed out earlier, exact
results can be obtained for the first "m" modes of the structure if the
trial vectors in IV] do not contain any contribution from modes higher
than "m". Generalizing, it can be said that an improved set of trial
vectors can be calculated by suppressing the contribution from the higher
modes in the approximate mode shapes at each step. This is achieved as
follows.
[V] = [K] -1 [M] [V] j-1 (63)
The subscript j denotes the iteration number. If this iteration is
repeated sufficient number of times, modes corresponding to the lowest
frequency will be reached. If this iteration is repeated too many times,
the mode will repeat itself in one or more columns of [V] and will render
IV] T [M] [V] to be ill-conditioned. The use here is not to converge
to a mode but just to repress the higher modes and, hence, just a one time
application is advisable.
d. Shifting - Shifting is an useful technique to speed the conver-
gence of modes whose eigenvalues are close to the shift value. An addi-
tional benefit of shifting process is the conversion of the stiffness
matrix (in case of a free-free structure) from singular to a non-singular
matrix. The method is as follows.
To introduce the shift value, As, the quantity As [M) is added and
subtracted in Equation (53) to give
([K - As [M [ - 2 [M + s [M) = 0 (64)
Define
= [K - As [M] (65)
and
12 (= 2 _ A (66)
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to give
([R - a2 [M]) h = 0(67)
Thjs is now the eigen-problem to be solved rather than (53). Note that[K] is non-singular even if [K] was not.
The eigenvalues of the original system are easily obtained as
2 2 + X (68)
The convergence will be to the lowest absolute value of 02. Thus,
shifting by a value, As, the eigenvalues, w2 , around this shift point
are converged to first.
Some general remarks on shifting follows.
1. Analysis of a Free-Structure - Because a free structure has a
singular stiffness matrix, the solution of the simultaneous
equations in the iteration loop is not possible. However, the
shift technique alleviates the problem.
2. Specific Frequency Range - When a shift value is used, the
modes with eigenvalues closest to the shift value will con-
verge first, which enables one to obtain the modes in the
desired frequency range only.
3. Large number of modes - By repeated use of different shift
values, any number of modes can be obtained.
4. The following observations are made based on the results of
Reference (4).
a. If the lowest eigenvalues in the range 2, 02, .... ,
are needed, a shift value of zero should
be used for a restrained structure and one for a free-free
structure.
b. If the modes are needed in an intermediate range, a shift
midway between the lowest and the highest expected eigen-
values should be used.
2.4 Finite Element.Model
After the static free surface shape has been established, the total
fluid is modeled as an assemblage of finite elements for the vibration
analyses. Instead of analyzing the complete tank and fluid, it is con-
venient to reduce the number of degrees of freedom (and, thus, reduce
the computer time) by using a 900 sector. This 900 model requires four
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sets of boundary conditions to completely represent the total 3600 model.
This technique will be discussed in Section 2.4.1. To reduce the amount
of input data describing joint coordinate locations, degrees of freedom,
and Euler angles along with the finite element joint numbers, a subrou-
tine to generate this data was developed and is described in Section 2.4.2.
The vibration analysis is for an axi-symmetric tank with rigid walls
as shown in Figure 2-9. Euler angle rotations are used to give body coor-
dinate systems normal to the tank walls and, thus, allow for fluid slip-
page tangentially and zero penetration normally. For consistency, the
"v" DOF is normal to the tank wall.
x
Z is into paper
Figure 2-9. Tank/Fluid Geometry
2.4.1 900 Model Boundary Conditions - Using the four sets of
boundary conditions given in Figure 2-10, the complete 3600 model is
represented. Because this study is only concerned with the lateral
'Y" slosh modes, the symmetric/anti-symmetric boundary condition was
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Boundary 1 Boundary 2
Type of Motion (XY plane) (XZ plane) ConstraintsConstraints Constraints
Boundary 1 Boundary 2
(XY plane) (XZ plane) Allow Fix Allow Fix Allow Fix
Symmetric Symmetric 8x, 8 8z  8x  8 8y 8x 8 , 8z
Symmetric Anti-Symmetric 8 x, 8 8 8 8 
, 
8z  8y 8 x , 8z
Anti-Symmetric Symmetric 8z 8x , y 8x , 8z  8y 8z  8x , 8y
Anti-Symmetric Anti-Symmetric 8z  8x , 8 y y , 8z 8x 8y' 8 z
Figure 2-10. 900 Model Boundary Conditions
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2.4.2 Data Generation - A computer subroutine (LBDGEN) was developed
to generate joint coordinate locations, degrees of freedom, and Euler
angles along with the finite element joint numbers. Using a drawing of
the container wall and fluid surface in the XY plane, the analyst sketches
the desired grid and obtains the joint X, Y coordinates and Euler angles
(at the container wall). With this information, the number of sectors
desired in 900, and other information detailed in Section 6.2.2, the data
is generated to calculate the finite element mass and stiffness matrices
for the fluid compressibility, gravity, and surface tension.
To avoid any ambiguity of the mode number of the first slosh mode,
an algorithm to calculate the first slosh mode number was obtained as
follows. The total number of degrees of freedom is given as
NDOF = M + M + M (69)
o s c
where M = number of circulation (zero frequency) modes,
M = number of slosh modes which is the number of surface degrees
of freedom,
M = number of crunch (high frequency) modes which is the number
c of fluid elements.
Because NDOF, Ms and Mc are easily calculated from the finite element
geometry, the number of circulation modes is obtained as
M = NDOF - M - M (70)
o s c
The mode number of the first slosh mode is then M o + 1.
In terms of the grid sketched in the XY plane; NDOF, M s and Mc
are given as
NDOF = NGPAX + (2*NGPCW+3*NGPIS)*NSECT
Ms = 1 + (3*NGPFS+2)*NSECT
Mc = NGPEL*NSECT
where NGPAX = number of grid points on X-axis,
NGPCW = number of grid points on container wall (except at
X-axis)
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NGPIS = number of grid points on interior and surface (except
at X-axis and container wall)
NSECT = number of sectors in 900 model
NGPFS = number of grid points on fluid surface (except X-axis
and container wall)
NGPEL = number of grid point elements, i.e., number of elements
on XY plane
Usage of these algorithms is demonstrated in Section 3.2.
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3. RESULTS
3.1 Free Surface Static Equilibrium Shape
The digital computer program for generating the free surface static
equilibrium shape has been verified by running several containers in both
the survey mode and the search mode. The survey mode results consist of
tabular printout and several plot frames. The tabular printout, a sample
of which is shown in Figure 3-1, consists of values of ullage volume and
contact angle vs tank axis intercept (X) for each value of A specified
in the input data (Section 6.2.1). The asterisks indicate that no solu-
tion exists for this value of A and X. The plot output graphically dis-
plays this data in a manner intended to allow the user to visually bracket
the desired values of ullage volume and contact angle and thus provide
good initial values as input to the search mode. Ullage volume percent
vs tank axis intercept plots are shown in Figure 3-2a; Figure 3-2b gives
the correspondence between the numbers associated with each curve and
the value of A. Contact angle vs tank axis intercept plots are shown
in Figure 3-3a; Figure 3-3b gives the correspondence between the numbers
associated with each curve and the value of A.
The range on tank axis intercept is XUP- AX to XLO+ AX where AX is
given by (XUP-XLO)/NX and XUP, XLO and NX are input by the user. Figures
3-4a and 3-4b show the cross plot of ullage volume percentage vs contact
angle for two.consecutive values of A. The range of A is from ACOFO+DACOF
to ACOFO+NA*DACOB where ACOFO, DACOF, and NA are input by the user. Figure
3-4c gives the correspondence between the numbers associated with each
curve and the value of tank axis intercept. All of the.above figures
(3-1- through 3-4) apply to the tug like tank shown in Figure 3-8.
As an example of how to use the survey mode plotted output, consider
determining initial conditions to the search mode to find the equilibrium
shape for an ullage volume of 50% and a contact angle of 450. For this
particular tank, the cross plots, Figures 3-4a and 3-4b, are the most
useful. The idea is to bracket the desired point and the solutions for
A=0.05 (Figure 3-4a) lie to the left of the desired point and the solu-
tions for A=0.04 (Figure 3-4b) lie to the right. Therefore, reasonable
input values might be ACOFO=0.04 and DACOF=0.005. To determine the range
on tank axis intercept note that the desired point lies between points
numbered 17 and 19 on the plots. Referring to Figure 3-4c, point 17
corresponds to X=84.2 and point 19 corresponds to X=76.9; therefore,
reasonable iriput values might be XUP=84, XLO=77, and NX=20.
The search mode has been run with a number of containers, Bond
numbers, contact angles and ullage volumes. Results are plotted for
a cylindrical tank (Figure 3-5), a spherical tank (Figure 3-6), a cosine
tank (Fi $3-7) and the Tug-like tank (Figure 3-8) selected for vibra-
tion-analysis. These results are presented to demonstrate the wide range
of axisymmetric tanks to which the program may be applied.
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Figure 3-1. SAMPLE TABULAR OUTPUT FROM FREE SURFACE
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Figure 3-4c. ULLAGE VOLUME VS CONTACT ANGLE,
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Bond Number = 1.0
Contact Angle = 1300







Figure 3-5. FREE SURFACE STATIC EQUILIBRIUM SHAPE,
CYLINDRICAL CONTAINER
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Bond Number = 1.0
Contact Angle = 00
Ullage Volume = 60%
Bond Number = 1.0
Contact Angle = 130%





Figure 3-6. FREE SURFACE STATIC EQUILIBRIUM SHAPE,
SPHERICAL CONTAINER
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Bond Number = 1.0
Contact Angle = 1300
Ullage Volume = 70%
Bond Number = 1.0
Contact Angle = 50




Figure 3-7. FREE SURFACE STATIC EQUILIBRIUM SHAPE,
COSINE CONTAINER
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Bond Number = 1.0
1 Contact Angle = 18'













The Tug-like container of Figure 3-8, with a fluid of nitrogen
tetroxide (N204), was used for the vibration analysis.
From Table A-I of Reference (5), the density (p) and surface tension
(a) of this fluid are obtained as p = 1.454 dyne sec 2 /cm4 (..36x10- 4 lb-
sec2/in4 ) and a = 27.4 dyne/cm (1.56x10-4 lb/in). From this same refer-
ence, the contact angle is 00-20 for the liquid, its vapor and titanium.
From Martin test work, the bulk modulus is estimated at 90,300 N/cm
2
(131,000 psi).
The acceleration (g) is calculated from the equation for Bond num-
ber which is
B = pg max
Using the tank radius (rmax) as 81.28 cm (32 in) and a Bond number of 1
gives g = .00285 cm/sec 2 (.00112 in/sec 2) which is 2.9x10
-6 of the gra-
vitational acceleration at the Earth's surface.
Note that there is an inconsistency in the characteristic length
used here (rmax) and that used in the static equilibrium section 2.1.4
(Xmax). Because Xmax = 372.11 cm (146.5 in), the acceleration used in
the vibration analysis should have been reduced by (372.11/81.28)2 =
20.96. Because the terms of the gravitational stiffness matrix are al-
ready a factor of 10-2 less than the terms of the surface tension stiff-
ness matrix, further reduction in the gravitational stiffness matrix
terms should not effect the vibration analysis results that were ob-
tained.
Four different size models were used in the vibration analysis$
A course grid with one sector size and a fine grid with three sector
sizes. The grids are shown in Figures 3-9 and 3-10. The algorithms
developed in Section 2.4.2 are used here to calculate the total number
of degrees of freedom (NDOF), the number of slosh modes (Ms), the num-
ber of "crunch" modes (Mc), and the number of circulation modes'(Mo)
in terms of the grid point geometry. These results are given in Table
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Figure 3-10. TUG-LIKE CONTAINER, GRID 2
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Table 3-1
NUMBER OF DOF, SLOSH MODES, CRUNCH MODES, AND
CIRCULATION MODES
Grid 1 Grid 
2
2 Sectors 2 Sectors 3 Sectors 4 Sectors
NGPAX(l) 4 5 5 5
NGPCW(1) 6 8 8 8
NGPIS(1)  4 11 11 11
NGPFS(1) 4 5 5 5
NGPEL(1) 7 15 15 15
NSECT(1) 2 2 3 4
NDOF 52 103 152 201
M s  29 35 52 69
Mc 14 30 45 60
Mo  9 38 55 72
(1) Symbols are defined in Section 2.4.2
Using nominal values of bulk modulus, acceleration, fluid density
and surface tension, a stiffness matrix composed of
[Kfluid (BKM)] + [Kgravity (g,p )] + [KSURFTN
with terms on the order of 104, 10- 7, 10- 5 respectively with Grid 1 and
2 sectors in the 900 model. Based on frequency, there was no problem
separating the high frequency "crunch" modes. However, it was difficult
(based only on frequency) to identify which frequencies were slosh modes
and which frequ ncies were circulation modes (should be zero). Factors
of 102, 104, 10 were applied simultaneously to acceleration and surface
tension. A summary of results (Table 3-2) shows the w2 of the slosh
modes to vary directly with the factor used and the w2 of the circula-
tion and crunch modes to be uneffected. Scale factors were also applied
to bulk modulus. A summary of results (Table 3-3) shows the w2 of the
slosh modes to be uneffected but the w2 of the circulation modes de-
creased almost directly with the factor used and the w2 of the crunch
modes decreased directly with the factor used.
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Table 3-2
EFFECT OF SIMULTANEOUS ACCELERATION AND SURFACE TENSION
VARIATION ON FREQUENCY (.2)
(E-7 = 10-7) GRID 1, 2 SECTORS
Mode Type Mode No. Nom go NomxlO2 NomxlO Nomxl06
Circulation 9 2.578E-7 1.931E-7 6.335E-7 3.638E-7
10 1.403E-6 1.289E-4 1.289E-2 1.289E-0Slosh 11 2.499E-6 2.389E-4 2.390E-2 2.390E-0
37 9.765E-2 9.765E-0 9.765E+2 9.763E+4
38 1.194E-1 1.194E+1 1.194E+3 1.193E+5
Crunch 39 1.453E+7 1.453E+7 1.453E+7 1.454E+7
Table 3-3
EFFECT OF BULK MODULUS VARIATION ON FREQUENCY (.2)
(E-7 = 10 - 7) GRID 1, 2 SECTORS
Mode Type Mode No. Nom BKM Nomx10- 2 Nomx10 4 NomxlO- 6 NomxlO-8 Nomxl 0 lO
Circulation 9 2.578E-7 3.299E-9 1.118E-10 2.633E-13 2.590E-15 5.307E-17
Slosh 10 1.403E-6 1.293E-6 1.289E-6 1.289E-6 1.289E-6 1.285E-6
11 2.499E-6 2.392E-6 2.390E-6 2.390E-6 2.390E-6 2.370E-6
37 9.765E-2 9.765E-2 9.765E-2 9.763E-2 9.565E-2 1.023E-2
38 1.194E-1 1.194E-1 1.194E-1 1.193E-1 1.148E-1 1.297E-2
Crunch 39 1.453E+7 1.453E+5 1.453E+3 1.454E+1 1.565E-1 1.312E-2
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Scale factors were also applied to bulk modulus for Grid 2. A summary
of results (Table 3-4) shows the same variation of w2 with scale factor
as was obtained with Grid 1.
Table 3-4
EFFECT OF BULK MODULUS VARIATION ON FREQUENCY (w2)
(E-7 = 10 - 7 ) GRID 2, 2 SECTORS
Mode Type Mode No. Nom BKM NomxlO 4  NomxlO- 8  NomxlO
- 10
Circulation 38 2.980E-6 3.603E-10 3.403E-14 4.034E-16
Slosh 39 5.545E-6 2.072E-6 2.072E-6 2.060E-6
40 6.055E-6 4.829E-6 4.829E-6 4.816E-6
72 2.840E-1 2.840E-1 2.185E-1 1.329E-1
73 4.309E-1 4.309E-1 2.324E-1 1.356E-1
Crunch 74 1.082E+7 1.082E+3 2.794E-1 1.545E-2
In addition to frequency, the effect on modal displacement with variation
of bulk modulus was also noted for Grid 2 with the results summarized in
Table 3-5.
Table 3-5
EFFECT OF BULK MODULUS VARIATION ON MODAL
DISPLACEMENT. GRID 2, 2 SECTORS
MODE 39 (FIRST SLOSH MODE)
Grid Point 
-4 -8 -10
Number Nom BKM NomxlO 4  NomxlO 8  NomxlO
20 (SX) -1.193 -.2069 -. 2069 -. 2075
24 (8X) 5.803 -2.814 -2.814 -2.788
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Based on the results of the above four tables, it was decided to use a
scale factor of 10-8 on bulk modulus to assure valid frequencies and modal
displacements for the slosh modes. With this scale factor, Table 3-6 shows
the variation in the first three slosh modes with the various grids used.
The plotted mode shapes for the first 3 slosh modes are given in Figures
3-11 through 3-13 for Grid 2, 3 sectors. The undeformed and deformed
surface joints are shown in a perspective view.. Inclusion of the internal
and wall joints was tried but the large amount of plotted data made the
viewing too difficult and was thus abandoned in favor of just showing the
surface. Plots of only the joints in the XY plane was also tried but did
not give as satisfactory a plot as the surface perspective plots. Capa-





Grid 1 Grid 2
Slosh Mode 2 Sectors 2 Sectors 3 Sectors 4 Sectors
1 .0001807 .0002291 .0001841 .0001600
2 .0002460 .0003497 .0002404 .0001605




MODE Lt., F = .0001984 HZ. IUS OX TANK. BN=1I. ULL VOL = 90. GRID 2, 3 SECTORS
CENTER OF EYES LOCATION VIEW POINT LOCATION ROLL ANGLE = 190.0DEG
X = 7.O0000000E+01 X = 5.0000000OE+01 CONE ANGLE = 30.0DEG
Y = 0. Y = 0. EYE TO EYE = 5.0 IN
Z =-2.0000o0000E+02 Z = 0.
RUN NO. = G2/3-S DATE = 24MR75
Figure 3-11. FIRST SLOSH MODE, SURFACE PERSPECTIVE VIEW
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RUd NdO. = G2/3-S DATE = 2975
Fiure 3-12. SECOND SLOSH MODE SURFACE PERSPECTIVE VIEW
Lt
MODE 5, F = .0002:0 HZ. IUS OX TANK. BN=I. ULL VOL = 90. GRID 2. 3 SECTORS
CENTER OF EYES LOCATION VIEW POINT LOCATION POLL ANGLE = 190.ODEG
X = 7.0o00oOOOE+0l X = 5.000000O0E+OI CONE ANGLE = 30.ODEG
Y =0. Y = 0. EYE TO EYE = 5.0 IN
Z =-2.OOOOOOOOE+02 Z = O.
N O   2/  'MR75




MODE 6, F = .000322 HZ. IUS OX TANK. BN=I. ULL VOL = 90. GRID 2, 3 SECTORS
CENTER OF EYES LOCATION VIEW POINT LOCATION ROLL ANGLE = 190.ODEG
X = 7.00000000E+01 X = 5.00000000E+01 CONE ANGLE = 30.ODEGY = O. Y = O. EYE TO EYE = 5.0 IN
Z =-2.00oooo000000E+02 Z = 0.
RUN NO. = G2/3-S DATE = 24MR75
Figure 3-13. THIRD SLOSH MODE, SURFACE PERSPECTIVE VIEW
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4. CONCLUSIONS
It is felt that a significant contribution was made by this study
to the state of the art in finite element fluid analysis at low Bond
number. In this study methods and computer programs for definition of
the free surface static equilibrium shape at low Bond number, calcula-
tion of the stiffness matrix due to surface tension, generation of
joint coordinate locations, degree of freedom values, Euler angles,
and element joint numbers, and calculation of the vibration mode shapes/
frequencies and plotting of these mode shapes were derived and coded.
As with probably all new investigative analytical studies, review of
the work perfbrmed reveals that a "blind-alley" was investigated and
that there are several items that should be studied further.
To determine the free surface static equilibrium shape, an energy
minimization technique was originally attempted. In this method, the
displacement state was sought for static equilibrium corresponding to
the minimum potential caused by gravitational potential energy, surface
tension potential energy and the virtual work done by ullage pressure
acting through virtual displacements, all subject to the constraints of
constant volume and contact angle at the container boundaries. This is
the method that was outlined in the proposal for this study, Reference
(7). Unfortunately, no results were obtained by this original method
because the attempts at solution continually diverged. Thus, this ap-
proach had to be abandoned in favor of the force balance method des-
cribed in Section 2.1.
One item that should be investigated further is the separation of
the slosh modes from the circulation modes and "crunch" modes. One
possible approach, as described in Reference (8), is to describe all
the joint coordinates in terms of the surface and ignorable coordinates
by means of constraint equations. With this relationship, the original
mass matrix is reduced to only the surface and ignorable coordinates.
This reduced system is further reduced to only the surface coordinates
by expressing the surface and ignorable coordinates in terms of only
the surface coordinates. By this technique, only the modal properties
of the surface slosh coordinates are calculated.
The data generator subroutine, used to calculate joint X, Y, Z
locations, degree of freedom values, Euler angles, and finite element
joint numbers was coded for the lateral slosh boundary conditions,
that is, symmetric/anti-symmetric boundaries as defined in Figure 2-10.
Expansion of the data generator to include the symmetric/symmetric and
anti-symmetric/anti-symmetric boundary conditions should be done.
Investigation into the non axi-symmetric acceleration field should
be performed in the definition of the free surface static equilibrium
E shape. This will allow complete generality for the low Bond number
PRECEDINQ PAGE BLAN O NT [Mm
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problem. A non axi-symmetric acceleration field will require a new data
generator because a 3600 model definition would be required. The gravity
stiffness matrix currently allows a non axi-synmmetric acceleration.
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The finite element solution for liquid sloshing at low Bond number
is accomplished in two main steps. The first step is the free surface
static equilibrium shape definition and the second step is the vibration
analysis. Computer programs have been coded for these steps and are listed
in Section 6.1. Input data to the programs are explained in Section 6.2
using a sample problem listing.
A schematic flow chart of the analysis steps is given in Figure 6-1,
and a brief summary of the important subroutine functions are presented
in the following pages.
Program Free Surface Geometry Program
STATIC FREE SURFACE VIBRATION ANALYSIS
Survey Search Subroutine Subroutine Subroutine Subroutine Subroutine







Figure 6-1. FLOW CHART, LOW BOND SLOSH PROGRAMS
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Summary of Programs:
STATIC FREE SURFACE obtains the free surface static equilibrium
shape
VIBRATION ANALYSIS obtains the vibration characteristics of
the system (frequencies and mode shapes)
Surnmary of Subroutines (used in the VIBRATION ANALYSIS Program):
LBDGEN automatic generation of joint X, Y, Z
values, DOF numbers, Euler angles, and
element joint numbers for FINELB
FINELB generates mass and stiffness matrices
FLUID generates mass and stiffness for fluid
only
GRAVTY generates gravity contribution to stiff-
ness matrix
SURFTN generates surface tension contribution to
stiffness matrix
MODED obtains frequencies and mode shapes (small
size)
MODES obtains frequencies and mode shapes (large
size)
PLOT plots the mode shapes
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6.1 Computer Program Listings
Listings of the free surface static equilibrium shape computer
program and associated computer subroutines is given in Section 6.1.1.
Listing of the Vibration Analysis Computer program and associated com-
puter subroutines is given in Section 6.1.2.
6.1.1 Listing - Static Free Surface Computer 65
Program and Associated Subroutines
F MB UGGRIN20 7* TPF. L O ONO
1 IMPLICIT 0OU4LE PRECISION 1I-H*O-7)
? C
3 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC crCcc CCCC CCCCCCCCCC-
4 C
F C PROGRAM 10 DETERMIN- 1IE STAITC E OUIL4IRIUM SH PE OF 14E
6 C FREE SURFACF OF A FLi ID WITH A LOW NONf NUMPEI IN A
7 C SIVEN AlSVMMFTRIC C ONTAINFR
q C
S CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCtCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC(CCCCC1CC CC C0CCC
10 C
I LOS IC K GO -ACKDUPMMY A rCCEPi .PRINI.-A4 P'C4
12 REAL SURVPL*PHIT 1o PHI CO P-IFreVUP CIS . OAS
EQU 'VALENCE ISOLN 1 501) ) SUR VLI ))
I eIMF'NS ION SURVPL (6 II. ?)
1F COMMDN SOLN( IUU.r-.?
16 COMMON ICONSTS/ P I. ANUM
17 COMMON /P4RAM S/ ACO:,~*COF,ZM4 XRMax
19 COMMON /QPRKTai QRK(S),PRKi4)
19 COMMON /IIMESS/I DEL1 T1T
20 COMMON /VECTOR/ V (5) Y T IS)
21 NAMFLISI /IN-ATA/ 4 OFOD itONNODACOF "DOEI TI 1 EPSC aN% *
2 I IPR NI NX # PHIO PR INT *M 4X . EAR CH TV 01 UL P CT
23 2 XL0oXM XXCP
24 C
25 04DI NI T/5 NOIT/ INEQIFI/' lPRNTI tI
2; OAT nEFLTAT /1.( 1cOn EPSC iI ,j n-09iOf PS I fl .U0."f8l/
27 D4TA D4 SHIIH-I
29 DATA PRINT/.*TRUE./
?2 08 T ACF/ OD00 0/DC 4 OF /11. I D00/ vi ON) N /I .BID10 / NX /111 /
3f OAT a PHI 0/ 90,0 00/ *UL0CT/5 .fl 000/ ,X O/- I .0 1/
31 DATA RMAX/-I.0u101




36 C INITIALIZAT TON AND INPUT
37 C
38 C'
33 C INIITTLIZE CONSTANTS
40 ANUM = LtfI (AANt1.~,At01 . / 495.0)
'1 PI ' 190,00DD * %NU4'
4? PRK(I) = 3I:0 I)
43 PRK(?) k.. 1.3 - SGRTO.5)l0)
44 PRK(I I I ,00 : OSQRT (O.S.0) -PAGE
45 Pnr'.I .') oo i) POOR AR
96 C READ INPUT DATA
47 ,000( CONTINUE
98 CALL ST ARI
49 READfNJI TlNDI TA)
50 NZ - NX
51 ZUP - XUP
52? ZLO : XL0
53 ZM : XMB X
5! C INITI AL E T1 ERAT ION P ARAMFTERS
55 IFIINA.ST.D .OR. NZ.GI.50) .N1. .NOT. SEARCH) G3O 10 9020
66
56 NUMa - ?
57 IFI.NOT. SE4RCH) NU4 : NA
59 IF( MMX.LT.I flO00 OR. ZM4X.LT.0,40D0) GO To 9~mi
54 IF I ZUP .L . 0.030) ZUP : ZM X
60 IFILO .LI., O.lnlll) ZLO 0t.0O13
61 OtCFn 1 DOACO
67 COF = HONONO / 47MAX*ZMAX I
53 7VOL : VULLtD.r03DD,oUo00.ZM4X)
61 IF(MOf(NZ.?) .NE. o0 NZ = NZ * 1
55 DZI : tZUP-ZLO)/)-LEtFLO ITNZt)
6 Z = (f7U P+ZLO)/, 00
67 PSII : PSI
6 ACCFPT = .FLSt.
59 SSN : 1O300
70 C wRITf nAT A
71 ChLL PGEhiD
7? WRITF(NOTl INOAT A)
7 C
79 C
75 C MAIN LOOP - ITERSTE WITH NFW LtOF AND 0COF
71 C
77 C
7 3 i0 CONT TNU&
73 CALL Ptr-EN
0 NLOOP N7 - I
91 C
87 C
83 C A LOOP - GET NEW TRAJECTORY
84 C
95 C
86 00 (3J3 K I*NJ MA
87 14 : Ki4
98 TFI.NOT. SFARCH) A : I
B9 IF I .Fg. ?) SGN : -SGN
90 ACCF = ACOFO * SGN*0IACOF
31 IF]ohND1. SEARCH) SURVPLII*K %.*1) % tOR
I? IF(PRINTI) WRIT fNO2. 091 ( IAS HvI=i le ACOFe l( S H I=150D
33 v( ll ) 0.0300
911 V12) : 10000
5 (3) I 1.0300 O
91 V(4) = D ao00
37 V15 1 0.0)10
9 NT = 0
9 R 7 :) 0.0)00
000310 )0 I = 19NEQG
I) ORGRKII) : ,03UOPA
10D? 310 CONTINUF U rl
103 . CALL S4VE(NT-lNEGI*I
10 CALL YOOT
105 IF(PRINT) CALL PRINTS4NI(INEQIA)
(06 C
107 C INTEGRAlION LOOPS INIEGRATE 3.E.Q. FROM 0
109 C UNT TL GOacCK .FALSE.
109 C
ti0 3203 CALL RUNKTAINE.QsNI)
Ill CALL 54VE(NT4 IeNED 91i)
67
12 IFIPRINT AN 1, MO D NT .IPRNTI). .O 03
113 I CALL PRINTSIN14It.WNEGQIA )
114 IF(WO HACKIOUMMYI) GO TO 3200
)95 C
16S C FIND OF INTEGqATION LOOP
117 C
119 IF(PR INT) CALL PRINTS4NT*toNF3 Al
119 C
120 C
12) C LOOP ON 71 AT FIXED ACOF TO FIND SMALLER ERROR
12? C IF ONE FX ISTS
123 C LOOP ON ZI A1 FIXED ACOF 10 FIND SMALLER ERROR
124 C IF ONF FX ISTS
125 C
126 C
127 Z1 : 7 * 3LFI LOA1tNZ?)1*0ZI
129 IFIPRINT) WPJTFINOTv ?021)
I? 00 4[00 17 : IwNL OP
30 21 = ZI - OZI
131 IFI.NOIT SEaRC- .ANO. KA4.EQ.I) SURVPL(I~ZtIlZ l ) : ZI
132 IFIZT.G1.ZUP .OR. ZI.,LTZLO GO TO 4301
133 J = D
13q 420D CONT INUE
135 J : J I
136 TF(J .G. NIT el GTOTO 4300
137 IFIRCANISOLNIJ2,pIA) ZI) .ST,, 5LNJL N I J I S1 O TO 4200
13q C HAVE HRACKETEO CANg OFTERMINE PELIMINARY VALUES OF
139 C ULLAGF VOLUME. CONTACT ANGL Es AND ERROR
140 VUPC= VULL ISOL50NIJs5, A)SOLN4Jr2 ,14 ZIZMA X )I0lJ. ITVOL
141 PHIF: =OLEI ATAN2ISNGt ISOL ON Jq,3. IA) 19S NGL ISOLntJ 4* a)1 1
142 PHIC 14 TNIRCNPISOLNI.J21 l4 'ZI ))
143 PHIT : PHIF - PHIC
144 IFI HI .LT. U.IJD300 .AND. PHIC .1T. U.ODUUI
145 PHIT = PHITl 2.]*PI
116 PHIl3 : PHIT/ANUM
147 PHIC1O = PHIC/ANUM
i8 P4I) : PHIr /aNUM
149 PSIN : ((VUPCT-ULPCTI / 1O0.UOD,0e2 ,*
150 1 IfPHI4 1-PHI3 1)i0.00DO1 *2
151 VUPCTS : SNGLVUPICT
152 IF IPRIN) WRITEINO T 2007) ZIPSINVUPC TS.PHIT3 O
153 I PHIFro PHI CG
154 IUISEARCH) 30 TO 42150
155 SURVPLI ( Z17 KAIt.1 : VUPCT
15; SURVPLIIZ 9tKAelo2) : PHITD
157 0O TO 4000
15 4250 CONTINUE
159 TIFPS IN .GT. PSI11 GO To 4000
150 C SAVE VALUES INDICATING CURRENT MINIMJUM ERROR
161 Z NEW ZI
162 PSIT PSIN
161 JSAVE F J
164 ISk VE = IA
165 AS AVE ACOF
166 SS3N : 53N
167 60 TO 4000
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B59 t300 CONTINUE
169 C NO SOLUT ON FOR I NIS 4ACOFeZI)
1Io IFIPRINT) WRIITEINOI?0DI) ZI
y17 TF(SEARCHI GO TO 4000
17? SURVPLtIZe IKA 11) : -0110.0
173 SURVPLITZ 1,KASt 2) : -i[o0.r
)T, 4000 CONNINUE
175 C
077 C FNn OF 7 LOOP
I18 C
079 C
B90 IFISEIRCH) 0 T0 3300
ISO AcOFO = ACOF
IS2 IFiPRPINT) CALL PASEOD
183 0o TOo 3011 0
984 3300 CON TINUE
i85 IF(PS 11.LT.PSI ANC. ACCEPTI GO TO 2203
19 1F IlA .FO. 2)? wR1TEINOT2010) 4COF,3 4C DF
187 IF(lS.EO,,I ANDo ACCEPTI GO TO 2103
IB8 ACCEPT : .TRUE.
199 3000 CONT INUE
190 IF oNOT. SEARCH) 30 10 150U
099 C
I9? C




197 IF(ArISfOaCOFI ,LT. OACOFD. -DS) GO T0 9000
199 3ACOF : 0C /2.O3)00
099 OZ T o 071/2.000
?D0 2 = ZNEW
200 SrN = -SGN
?02 CCEPT - .FALSE.
203 60 TO 2000
204 C GET MORE A:CURATE~ VALUES OF ERROFRULLAGE
205 C VOLUMFE 4NG CONT ACT ANGLE ANtI TEST FOR
205 C CONVFRGENCE
207 2200 CONT INUE
270 CALL STA TE ITS&VFrJSAVEZNEWMRSZS25RPS.ZPS.VS)
209 VU : VULL lVS2StMAX)*ltDD.Do0D/TVOL
210 PHIF =- DLEISTAN?ISNGLtRPS).SNGLIZPS))1
218 PHIC = OATAN(RCINPtZSJ)
212 PHIT PFHIF - PHIC
2 3 PHIT n PHyI / ANUM
25 IFtPHIFSLT.OOD00 .ANO. PHIC ,sT.0.ODO) PHI? I PHIT 2,0ODoaPI
. 5 P = : f-VU-ULPC t i i f 0.o ij0084* *2 4 ..
2)5 i ( PHITD-PHI l/90.00001**2
217 PSIT = PS I
218 !~0FO A: SAVE
21 9 SIN = SSGN
220 WRIE4INOOZD05 1 ASAVE9PSI ZNF WEUVUPHITD








?29 C CONVERGENCf ESTA LISHE e TA3ULATE IRpiZ COOR IATES
229 C OF THE FRFi SURFACF SHAPE AN GO READ OATA FOR




34 WRTITEINOTe?006) I0ASH=:1 5)(I)wOND NOPHIOPULPCTetDASHe1=: SO )
?35 T:0.0l nU0.
23; 00 1100 1 = ItJS4VE
?37 SOLN(I2.*IS AVF) = ZNtW * SOLNITI2TS aVF
239 CALL PRINTSI INEI SAVE)
239 T = OFLTAT*0HLE FLOAT (II)
?73 V 100 CONTINUE
241 GO TO I)t rJ
722 C SURVEY COMPLETE) TABULATE RESULTS
21 1500 CON TNUE
244 II : 2
2?5 1540 CONT NUE
?43 12 : IIt
247 IF(Il .GT. NA) 12 = NA
?79 CALL PA3EHD
249 WRITFINO1.21100 (ODSH [:. lOO, SURVPL. I I)le:I 1 I?
?5 WRI TEfNOTODj3)
251 00 IF2il I : 2,NZ
?52 WR I EI 1 ,20 D B )1SU VPL I V L1,)  I1SURVPLI J ,i )SURVPt IIJ2 9,J:I 1,2 1
?5 1520 CONTINUE
254 II : 12+1
?25 IFII .GI,. NA) GO TO IS94
25; G0 TO1 iSil
757 154 " CONTTNUE
?53 C PLOT RFSULTS
259 CALL LO14OPL ISURVPLN A-1INZ-ISNGt (7 MAX),;I I
263 30 TO IDDU
26t C
?6 C ERRCR EXIIS
?263 C
?64 9000 CONTINUE









274 C FORMAI Sl TEMFNTS
775 C
27; ?J ? FORMaT7 /OIX;2DH4RESUL ITS FOR X SWEEP 9
2177 1 91 . I HX- INT ERCEPT *1. 2 SHEROR
?73 2 7XIOnHULLABE PCT , lX3IHCONTCT ANStE
779 3 GX, I IFLIUO ANGLE , SX, lHCAN ANGLE *//
70
81 20n1i FORMaTSro111a ?o69
X e2 3 H* * ** NO SOLUT 1ON ***
?92 2004 FORMAIt/,4a30 X 9 I-
283 58X ISHSURVEY SUMMARV
291 X5 9 0 40X0%1/
,95 3 1 7X HXellIXoS544HA F6.39 9X)
295 2003 FORMATI()5X5HCOORD,55sXW VUPCT?XePSH PHI 
T3 ) /1)
297 2Uz0 FORMAV(//z2X.33HMINIMUM ERROR SOLUTION 
FOR oCOF * 0i 2.63 H 15/
?99 1 22H TRUE ERROR : 
DI2.6.
299 4 22H TRUF X- INTERCfP7 : 
012. o/
30 2 22H TRUF ULLAGE PCI 
P DI2.6
298 3 22H TRUF CONTACT ONG -
012.
? 2M016 FORMAT 4 1HI Q/r/l*lXo95l
234 IUX,35HFR.E SURF4rE EOUILI RPIUM SHPE FOR 
9/
295 2 25Xe15 HHONC NUM4ER 01 O?.6 
o/
9S 3 25Xe15HCONITCI NGLE : I2.6 
el
297 4 25XISHULLAGE VOLUM f: .012.6 
v/
799 5 IUX,5011
?99 6 7X e31ARC
300 ? 4iX6HLENT4SX,9I 4R|?XetHX*:IX,?HR PRiME ,6Xv
30 9 ?fHX PRIMtN6XX HVSTI AR 
I
302 9
303 20017 FORMAT( 1( 4
r X  
.
O ?
.6) t f (SX e F 2 . 31
04 2009 F ORMATi( X 10.3.SX5 X F 6. )2xFSI ))
305 2009 FORMAT t/f/2.lXeO5 Ale/1
303 i 20Xo34 SOLUTION IRAJECIORY 
FOR ACOF = Dt2.6t
30n 2 2OXSDAt541e/
308 3 1
309 2000 FORMATIS6H HALVING LOOP. EXECUTION TERMINAT ED 
I
30 2U I FORPYAI( //?Xv3sHN0 MINIMUM ERROR SOLUTION 
FOR 4COF = vDIo6
311 4 1IH PLUS OR MINUS *DI2. )
312 20211 FORMATIS2H RMAX ANDIOR XM4X NOT OFFINED, 
EXECUTION TE PI N4 TD
313 2030 FORMAT(S45 NA OR NX GI 5S FOR SE ARCH=FALS 





FM3UGGAIN2)7* TP FS. CAN
I DOU4LE PRECISIN FUNCTION CtNIZI




6 C EVALUATE. FOR A GIVEN Ze R OF THF CONTAINFR 0 THE OFEIV ATIVE
7 C OF " WITH RESPECT TO Z OF T4F CONTAINEIR
9 C





I? COMMON /CONSTSI P1 ,INUM
14 COMMON /PAR AMS/ ACOF.eCOF.e MAX.nrX
Ii C
16 FNTRY RCAN4Z)
1? IZ : I
19 60 TO 10u)
I ENTRY RCSNPt Z
20 IZ2 1
?1 C
2 - C CO OE COMMON TO THE FVALUAT ION OF 0OTH RIZ1
23 C
1 ~130 CONT INUE
25 InI .GT. 47.3DI) 31 10 id0
26 JZ = I
27 x : 27.33U00/7.33)P
2q GO TO 199
29 1 ID IF( 7 .GT, 53 93l I1 0SO TO 120
30 JZ =:
31 x - 3.9U 00/.6IO
3? GO TO 199
33 120 IF(7 .GT. 6)5. t ) 3 U TO 130
39 JZ 3 
35 x . 1Oi3 0/:),.0D
36 GO 10 199
37 |30 1f 1F .,1. 123?0001) 60 TO 110
39 JZ = W
39 x : 32.2I00
40 60 TO 199
S14 0 IF 17. GT. 6.5000) 30 TO 400
92 J: = !
43 X : 132.2 i0**?) 1 3 2 . 3 / 2 3000)* 7- 2 3 . ? 111 **
4q TF(X . E. D0 011) X : OSGRQRT X)
95 IF X .L . .iD00 D) X 0.0000
4'6 199 CONTINUE
47 s0 0 1200,3DO) * 17
8 3'C
'9 C CODE FOR RI Z)
5 0 C
51 200 CONTINUE
52 Us1U?20a3 W.241.25 0 O
53 230 i t i xz2
51 RETURN
55 220 CAN : 27.3D000 X*IZ-41.3P00n
72
56 RFTURN
57 ?30 CAN : 31.IDDD 4 X1IZ-56.3000)
RETURN
53 2'40 CAN : x
60 RETURN
61 2s CAN : x
S6 "RFTURN
53 C
614 C CO(E FOR R PRTM (Z)
55 C
66 300 CONT fNUF
67 G0 10(310o9371?33U,340o350) * JZ
69 310 C AN = X
53 RETURN
70 320 CAN = X
11 RETURN
77 330 CAN : X
73 RETURN
74 340 CAN = I0 031
75 RETURN
16 350 CAN = (4 700 5877100 - 3,84q9706ir+77 t?2. a0nltx et . 0-i 0)
77 RETURN
78 C
73 C ERROR FXIrS
80 C
1i tD00 CONTNUE







F MB UGGHIN2O7 *TPFs. GO ACK
I LO3ICAL FUNCTION 0 ACIGOOD)




6 C ROUTINF TO OTERMINE WHEN TO EXIT TNTEGRdT TON LOOP
7 C
9 C ROUTINE TO DET FRMINE WHEN TO EXIT INIERAT ION I OOP
3 C
10 CCCOCCCCCiCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCICCOC(C(i cCCCCCC CCc
II C
I LOGI CAL GOF0
I COMMON /VEVITOP/ Y Y) DTIS
I' COMMON /T IMESS/ DEt I AT, 1
IS COMMON /P RAMS/ ACOF* rOF. ZM? X RM X
16 C
17 GO IACK : .TRUE.
Is GOO = .TRJ E.
1) IF IYl) .61. RPMX ) 60 rACK = .F4LSE.
211 IFVY () .LT. 0.l0lLhl GO taCK =.FAtSE
21 IF I 1I .L T1. fl.n,3 l0) 6003 : .FALSE.
22 IFV I1 .G1. 0 .t$0 ,aND. YttI .lT. .0310)] Go pACK - .FaLSI.23 IF( IlG) . T. n.uo3i .AND.  f0) .*L OU J0()1 63  .FALSSE.
24 IF ? .LT. s .U UO ANG 19) GT. 0.001I) G0 PACK = .FALtF.







FM3 UGGRIN? 7TP.o LO ROPL
I SU§ RDUTIKE LOOPL 104TA4NANZoZMAXK0A4 1A)
2 C
3 C 0D14 : INPUT )ST aA RR
C4 NA = NO OF ACOF VALUES IN nATrA
5 C NZ - NO OF 7 SWEEP V4LUES IN D~l
6 C ZMAX - MX AXIAL TANK COO OINATE
7 C D TA : ROW DIMFNSION OF 04T4 ARR VY IN CA LI NG PROG PalM
9 C NOTF---MAIN PROGRAM MUST CALL I ENTII) TO INII. IA. ITZ 5 S02
3 C aN) :aLL ENDJO3 TO TERMINA TE SC f0?0
in C
i1 DIMENSION DA TAIKO0TA+hDOA ,w )i 2I r.Yt2)X I2 )s .yE2 y )Y X En)
12 C
.? O4a1 NOT /
A ODA A ISV /
15 o2H l?4 2,?4 3,249i 4,2H 5924 69?2 7.?H 9.2H 3 ,?41 ( ZH I2HI2.?HI3v
I *2H ,l t Hi 5,2 HI ; 2h1 7 a Z H 8 ? Hi 9.? 7H2(,2 H21 s2 HZ 2v2 H23. 2H? 44 2H25e ?226v
Iy *2H27,2H?042-9?423432?2433243 H 35v?K362H379
2
.38H 339
I *2N43 e? H4 1 i 2 4 2, 24 3 .2 H4QH 4 ' 45 ? HfG .2 H4 792 HA 9 H2 4 2 H' /
19 C
?20l 00 ? IlI*12
21 TX(I) G61
22 2 TVfT) : 6H
23 C
24 X45) : SI ANK A
25 1Xti ) : GHXIS IN
26 1X0% GHT FRCFP
27 TX(sR : SHT
28 C
23 NQ NZ * I
30 NC NA I
31 C
32 C ULLAGF VOLUME PLOT L =
33 C CONCYT ANGLE PLOT L 2 
39 C
35 00 100 L: ?
36 60 TO ( llell 2le L
37 10 YM4 X O[).
38 TY(S I S HULL AGE
39 1Y1() : 6H VOLUl
90 TY(?) : GSH PFR
l V ( q: ) 6HCFNT
2 GO T 0 103
53 02 VMAX : 190
IQ T YVi GHCONT 4C
45 7 Ya6) : SHT 4N3L
A6 TYT(7 : 6HF OfEG
497 1TY(3 1 SHREES
49 103 CONTTNUE
50 IR F=
51 RI TF(NOTv,000) ITY(II),I:!,3) ITXII),l) :5=8)
52 1000 FORP A~(tH I OX 1XX HPLOT SYMBOLS FORef 5X. A6 s H VS 6geS
5'3 . DD o 6HSYM4CROL 15X. 4'HBCOO, I)
55 0 C
55 00 120 KA : 2vNC
75
56 AC - QT (I ,K a 6r )
57 IS " ISY(KA-I)
58 WRITF(NOTo t OL14) ISo IC
53 I UI EORMA (12Xv42 Iwi nXEl ?o -3)
60 C
61 KNT : 0
6'2 00 q0 KZ = ?NR
;t XX : D047 4KZI ,
64 IFIL .EQ. I) VY : fOi A(IZ.o KAel
65 IFIL .EQ. 2) YY = 3 4 AIKZK 4 ?)
66 IF(YY .GFo. C;.I .GNC. VY .LE. YMaX) GO TO I1
67 IFIKNT oE9, 0) 0 TO 931
69 C
39 75 IF(IFR .Eg. D0 CALL gUIK3LI- I lO.7X0*.YM Xv35* TXvTY-KNTXY
70 IFIIFR oFG. 19 CALL OUIK3L (I Ow..7NAX,0 . YM X. 35TX*TY,-KNToXvY I
71 C
72 CALL XSCLVI IX( Iit IXRAST IXER I
73 CALL YSCLVIIYI I ),l YRASJYERR)
7q CALL PRINTV 4? IS ITXR AS. IYR AS)
75 CALL XSCL VIXIKNI)oI XR 4SIXERR)
76 CALL YSCLVI (Y(KNT1 IYRISoIYERRI
77 CALL PRINIVI2l SI XRASol YR4S)
79 C
79 IFR :
90 KNT = 0
91 so60 90
82 91 KNT = KNT * I
S3 X((NI) : XX
32 VIKNT) : YY





90 C CROSS PLOTS ULLAGE VOLUME VS CONTA CT ANGLF -- ONE/ PRAMf
91 C
9? TV(5) : 6HULLAGF
93 TY6)6 : &H VOLU,1
9E TY(7) : 6HF PFR
95 TY9() : HCENI
96 X (5) = 6HCONTAC
977TX(6) 6H1T 4N3L
99 T.X(7 6 HF OEG
93 1XO) 6: 5HREES
100 C
101 WRITE3NOT,9D00) ITYII),I: 5r, 3, ITXII)I50)R
IgO? 102 FORMAT(IHi l OXo 16HPLOT SYMHOLS FOR9/1 5XeqAGE 4H VS * AG*e.l .
103 * 1OX. 64SYT4OL I5X, 3HhINIERCEPT,/l)
I0t C
105 00 130 KZ:2.NR
106 IS = ISYIK!-l)
107 ZI : 0414TOA ZI l
o109 1.. WoR.II (NOT 1 IUD I SeZI
n C 1 0 KA =2, NC lDIGINAL PAGE ISIio04WWR"aMT
76
0 2 KNT 0
113 DO 150 KZ:2,NR
q I tj : nAT 44 Zoa As I
915 V : D 41KZ eo )
cis IF(Y *GF. (.0 AbNO, YY .Le, 100.ID) GO TO 958
Ill IFIKNT .EE. 0) G0 10 15i
I 3 75 IFf VFR EQ. D) CALL GUIK3LI
120 IFIIFR o o II CALL QUIK 3L( rC .,Iel90 .,ueDel .,359TXeTYo-KNT*X9Yl
12D C
122 00 1 60 L:1.KNT
123 IS : ISVIISL 4 KL - I)
1214 CALL YSCLVI IXIKL). IXRASl IXERRI
125 CeLL YSCLVIIYGKL)lIYFASI YERR)




130 60 10 150
131 151 KNI : KNT * I
832 IF(KNT .EQ. I) I'SL =K- I
.833 (NT) : XX
134 Y(KNTt : YY








FM3UGG4IN?07* IPFS., P AGFl40
I SU3ROUlINt P46EHO
?COM#40N/LST ART1 IRUNNO. JOAT F.NP AGF.UNAMFf 31*T ITt F ((1.1in.F24f
3 0 A IA NI-I.ND7/5,5.I
4 c
5 C ARINGS LIP NEW P4GE AN) PUTS 41EADING 4IT ODP.
s C
7 C INTERNAL VARlAALES* 1TR4NSFERRED TI-RU COMM~ON').
9 C IRUNNO RUN NIJ#4FR. 1 66 FORM AT)
I C ID A 7E D 7k . #AS V RM$ I
In C NP AGE. PAGF NUM~ifR.
It C UNA1ME USEjRS NAME. 13A6 FcrM4 T)
12 C TITLEI FIRqST T ITLF. (I ?46 FORMAT I
13 C TILE? SECON9 TITLE. 11245 ORMAI)
Is ?O001 FORMAT t3HtRUN NO. tA6,4?2Xv5X ip6X.'?X*BHP&GE NO9F
I ; * 55 X* ; HRUN gyi* 1 461iA0X@*I 2 A6 I OX * 2 A6)
17 C
119 NPAC(F =NPAGE # I





FM~BUGS 4 IN??07 IP F S PR I N S
I SU'ROUT INF PR INTS (NN FQQ 1)
2 ~IMPLICIT DOL13LE PRECISION 4%NoO-Z)I
I1 C
i CC CC[CC CC CCCC Cc CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC(CC ccc cc cc(Cc ccc c(cC(:C cCcc cc cC CC CCN
5 C
6 CC CCCCCCC CCCCCC CC CCCCCCcCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC CcCC CCCC CC C cLcccc cc ccCC Cccrl
7 C




?7 COMMON /71ESS/ DELI% lol
II COMMON S OL N IIDUfL vS*2)
14 C
Is5 fATa NOT /G/
is C
ii 7 I SNGLtT I
19 WRIYFIlNOI e1000 ) 15.1 SOtNI'spJvT IjJ P NE 0)






FM8UGG"IS TNZ17 * IPPS. RCA N2
I D~fOUPif PRkIS ION FUNdT TON R CON2 17




C ROUTINE 10 EVALUATE TH4E. SQUARE Ow R OF THE CONTAINER TO t4E










1 SU IZOU11NE RUNK 74INE-OTNv"J1)
? IM'PLICIT UOUHL F PRECISION I - Ho -ZI
5 C




I COMMON iQPP~lA/ QRKC919ORKf0
It 'COMMON /YVAESSI DEL~TT
I? COMMON /VF.CTORI V ti1,VQT1(5)
13 C
III no 120 i io4
15 JiL =J
Is D0 It TU = IoNiE01N
17 7 : YO 1(I1)*3E L Y4TI
as GO TO 1Ifl39IUIctO191t5) 9 JIL
D3 bo R = PRIJ1L)617 - 0RItJ I
2n GO 10 W?7
21 Ina R = RK#J1LY*Z - RKtI I
2? r 0 T 0t1OT
23 OS5 R =iz - ?f.)aov*oR4 I) / 6.00130
2'4 IDV41 =I Y4I R
?5Slwin QPIII) Q= (.11I I 3.OOOlI.R -PR KI L) Z
26 IF(JILoEgeat 9ORe JIL.EQ.1 T I D FLI AT 2 x m nIt
27 120 CALL YDCI
28 C
NY :*NT I




4P RI SA VE
81
FMBUGG~IN~n7.1PFSaVF
I SURROUT !NF S AV #(NRObi. NfQ. TO)
2 I~MPLICIT DOU4L;E PF-C ISION It -H*0-7)
4 C CCICCCCC CC CCC CCCCCCC C CfCC CC C CC C CC CCC CCC CC CC C CCCCtrUC LC CC C CC Cr
C ROU I IE TO SliVE IN, TEGRA ITFn S TA IE SPQCF SOL UTI CN
cCtCCCCCCCCCC CCCCCCrCCCCcccCCCCCCCrCCCCC(LCCCCCCCC t(CCCLCLCCCCCECCC
c
to1 CO0 " P ON '; OL N I 100 5 i2i
IICOMMON #V FCTOR/ Y 1' 1V Y 4' I







1 SUR'rOUT TNF ST ART
2 DIMENSION MONI4lNII2),vMONT4L1I t?)143 Pk Y122)
I COMMON /LST ART/ IRUNN0 101AT F NP 4GEUN AMt(3el 111, El 41?p),I ITL E2  2)
C5 OAT A MONITHN/ ti ?2Hn*.2-HOT 2 ZWiV4.2 H Z 3.
* ?2i?7 ?493,92403 92HIrt2HI t92HI21
7 * MONT4HL /2 HJ AHFE * HMR* HAP. 2HMY 2 HJN
q * 2HJL .aip U,2HSF r?9 0C ,2HNO,?HDE I
9 D4T IIST f I /
10n C
II I31 FORMAT ( A46 qX A6)
I? UD02 FORMAT (125 )
13 201D3 FORMAT (35HINIJ Of INPUT DnAA HAS HttN REACHED.)
II C
15 IF (IiSl.F.O,1)0 CALL ION1 43. ACAR 6Y)
IS IISI : 1
I7 REAI (NIT 10041 IRUNN OtUN AME





23 13 REA (NITI4FlZ02) TITL1
24 RED INITl1002) IITLE2







SU JROUTINE ST 5JTF f7JZY.R SoZ~RPSvZPS aVS)




G C HAVING ARACKUTF0 CANo FIN11 A GOOD Sl ATE~
7 C
3 c cc accCccCCCCCCCcC crc cccC ccccccccccccc ccccc cCC CCCCC 4 CCCCCCc CC CCCCcCCC(
10COMMON SOLNtinuut5#2)
ii C
1? CALC( go?) =SOLNJ- is K 1) *(FACTOR* (S OI.T(Ja K* It-- SOLN(J- I v(. Z111 *Z
13 C
1 4 RCIN RCANSOLNJ-4s 291 D Z 1)
15 RCDUI RCANISOLNIJ,291 )471)
i F; ~ Ft RCIN - SOL N (J-I9t1. 1)
17 F? SOLNfJ.I 91 ) - RCOUI
1 3 FAC1CP F1 / IFl *F2)
23 RS CALC(lIi.030(11
2' ZS CALG(2o~I)
23 RPS CAL C 13 D.U) VU)
24 Z PS CAtClf%9.iOO'Wf3)
?5 VS C4LCI5,O.D)I0r)
ZG RSS fSGRTIRPS*?; # ZPS*.')
27RPS RPS / RSS






F M3 UGGHTN2ZO?7*TP FS - S, IMPSPRCSO UICNSMIA1 v
IMPLICIT 0OUHLF PRECISION I AHOZ
3 cCCCCCCCC CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCO4C~~
5 C
6 C FUNCH ON TO NUMFRFCALLY INT FGR &TE THE FUNCd ION F






13 C *-LOUhFR L IPI 7 nF INIESRATION
II C 4A-UPPIER LIMTiI OF INTFGR AT ION
is C F-1NTFGRIND FUNCTION (DE",LARED EXTERNt IN CAILING PGMI
16 C IPAR-PARAMFTIR PASSf) TO INYFGR AN2 FUNCT ION
17 C
1 9 C I NIT IAL IZF P AR AMETERS
21 H4 : WOH?.lD)lDD
22 SUMFNn=U D urif
24 C
25 c TbjOH-TrNTERVkL
26 C H- HAL F INT f V AL
27 C SU4MEN)-SUM 0: FIX SUR I)* FOP EVEN 1
29 C SUMMlO-SUM OF FIX SUR I)# FOR 000 In
30 C FVALUATF SUMENO ANO SUMM 10.
31 C
3' DO01 K =:1 9 NT
33 X: A+DBIA#(PLO$TIK -tI TWO-1
34 SU?4FNO SUMENO * Fixi
35 1 SU1MTO =SUMMID I X4fi)
37 c RETURN ESTIM4 TED V4L UE OF THE TNIFIGP4 NO





I DOULE PRECIS TION FNCT ION VULL (VST AR EZAvZMAXt









II COMMON /CONSTS/ P I. ANUM
12 C




......! ....... .. .  . . . . .. _ ._ . ... . . . ... . . . . . .. ... . .. .. . .. .. . ... ... .. .... . ... . .. . .. ... . . .. . .. . . ..... . ... .. . . . . . .. . . . ... . . . . ... . . . .
P T I _ D ... ....... .... ...... ... ... . ..... . . . ..... ...... .. ... . ..... . . ......... .
86
F M9UG GR IN2 07T P FS YDOT
1 SU4ROU1INf Y'907
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION I -N- -
3
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccCCCCCCCCCcCCCCCCCCCCCccfecccccccccccccccccccc
6 C ROUTINE TO COMPUTE VOOT AS A FUNCTION OIF V
7 c
9 C
In COMMON /VFCTOR*4 Y (9)9Y OT 51
.... PO~O %P'RAA S AC,-A C 0tF iZM VX.RMkAx- ...
12 C
13 SS OSGRTIV#3).Y13) 4YI1'Y4 )
I f Y(31 = (3) I' RSS
15W -t .y.I 4) / RSS
46 ECOF 0.0000
17 -D-0F.E. .13nOD) C-Cof yq/ f) . .---..
is TRM ACOF * BCOf*Y 42) CCOF
19 C
20 YflT(I) VfY3l







6.1.2 Listing - Vibration Analysis Computer Program 87
and Associated Subroutines
H IL I p I ' 707*F2. MAI N
--- tr -rll.t~i (i r L ; EUT C ri
2 C
T r-r rT , L x A o---TAC yT L- L 57 fi TF -STI ~OS-TH iTR.
4 C )EVELOPED BY NL WOHLEN. FE6R HARY 1975.
SLCOM rnN / DOUBL- / IWORS (367R:)
6 COMMUN / RAP2 / IiHD2
R7 COMTT / A- / .1 D5
8 C
9 tfJ IUT DA F R-A) I N H- PP O AA t.t
IC C 10 CALL START
11 C IFINITTAPEIO FORMAT (2A.6)
12 C CALL DGEN. (SEE SU k7ROJTI: E FOR INPUT..T)
C VICP-T FORMAT (A6)
14 C IF (iOPT .EQ. 6HMODED ) CALL MOUED (.O IrPUT REQUIRED)
13 ( IF- (M1PT- -E. 6HTODES ) Cll MUDES (SEE SUBRT FOR INiPUT)
16 C IOPT FORMAT (A6)
17 C IF ( IOFT .Q. 6HPLOT ) CALL OPLT2C (SEE SUBRT FOR INPUT)




22 C DEFINE READ , WRITE TAPES FOR FINEL
Z3 uAIA NUTELNUITYZ I
24 * 29, 18 /
zb LAfA TNU TL T ,U T 5 T T- XNUTKX, U U TBX /
26 * 1 2 26, /
27 C DLINE b INFDUT Pb IA ES FoR MASS, STIFI, 10)ES, FREO A~ECS-.
28 DATA NUTI ,NUTK ,4NUTP,wU.TF/
29* 21. 22, 23, 25S
30 C DEFINE READ,RITE UTILITY TAPES.
31 UATA NUTRH1,NUTr2,NUTR3 /
32 * 8, 9, I!
33 C DEFINE BUFFER IN,OUT UTILITY TAPES.
34 DATA NUT8I 0NUTbZ i2,UTIb3 ,NUTB3 4 ,UT ,NI' UTR6 , NUTB7 /
35 * 11, 12, 13, 14, 1, 16, 17 /
36 C DEFINE FORMA LIBRARY TAPES.
37 DATA NNSVTI / 28 /
38 C
39 !0I FOURMAT (12A6)
40 C
I EPINlID iR 5VT
'2 13 CALL STAKT
4J READ (NI1)l,.7VI)-  IFINITsTAPEID




48 CALL LBDGEN (NUTEL,NUTXyZ)
99 REWIND NUTEL
50 CALL LBF INE (NUTELNUTXYZNUTM , NUTK ,NUITLT NUTSTNUTMX ,UTKX ,NUTBX
51 * NUTBI 1NUTB2, UTB3)
52 READ NITIn 1) MOPT
53 If (MOPT .EQ. 6HMOOED ) Go TO SO




56 GO TO 999
/ .E LALL MOiLD (NUTMNUTKrUTP,NUTF,NRSVT ,NUTBt,UTRIt )
5 GO TO I if
-6 N 7 (.ALL MODES ( UT2,NUTKsNUTPNUTF ,BNRSVTI s
60 * NUTBiWUTh2,NUTB3,NUTB~,NUbIJ ,NUT6,NtJTB7)
61 DD K AEAD ftNIT,1 1)) IO1PT
62 IF (IOPT .NE. 6HPLOT ) GO TO 1,
63 CALL YPLT2N (NUTE LPNUTXYZITPNUTF ,NUTR, N UTiR2,NUT R3,
64 * NUTB ,NUTV2,IUT83,NUT ',UTE5, NUT36 NUT 7,NRSVT I
65 GO TO 11
66 C




1 O TCC- ~ --  --- F, -Ul'-~ICU 
_
2 5U5ROU lEI F INELN (XY ,JO) F ,EUL ,NITEL ,NJJ
3 T*- oN ,Tk, - L V ,KTV,
4 KiRX, KR  J , (REj ,N TMX , r.UTK X , NUT I , NU T2, NUT3)
5 vir1U i jU, XYL(KRA, I) JDOFKRJ I), EULC(KRE, i ) VI1), LV(I)
6 DIMENSI N I ( 21, 2' , 1 2(2 29) 3 3 2,2)
7 oDAKA K /, lLA-NRK/6H / 11/1/
8 DATA NIT,NOT/S,6/
9~~ -7---- -___ 
______ 
__________
10 C SUbROUTINE TO CALCULATE (ON oPTION) F INITE ELErMENT...
Ii c ASStBLEU MAS5 MATRIfk (ON IUTM),
12 C ASSEM OLE STIFFNESS i AT I : (ON NUT),
..T C ........ C b L E E -_EV T--- T F INTO LOBAL 0 F, . EXAl PLES.,
14 C IVEC(6)=83' PLACES ELEMENT DOF 6 I; TO GLOBAL 00F 839*
IS C IVEC{3)=T UMriITS ELE;EFNT BDOF 3 FROM ,;LOBAL DOF, THIS CONSTAINS
16 C ELEmENT L0F 3 TO ZERO !OTI'rON.
17 C DAIA AIRRANGEMENT ON NJUTMi, .IUTK FOR THE ASSEMSLED MATRICES IS IN
18 C SPARSE (Y) FORK,.A SUROUTINE FORMAT
19 C DA1A ARRA-NONGE T ,~ - UTLT, ijITK.X, NUFTST, NUT-j FOR EACH FINI rE
2C9 C ELEMENT (T RiTTEN I i SU3R UTI;E FLUID, ETC) IS ( =K)
21 C A R I IE (NUT7 ) AHE N I i. , ,NC,NA E ., ( I LANK, I = I .5),
22 CC ( V( I ,J) ,1 I , R) ,J= , C ), I VEC(I), 1=1 ,NC)
23 C NAMEL = FLUID,ETC.
29 C LAST RECORD (TO OENUTE TERMI-qM TION) IS.,
25 C fI RITE (NU ) A 3LANK(I ;I1, 33)
26 C THE FOLLO'Iv G UTILITY TAPES ;SE 3ASIC F 'TRAN REA), :RITE, 00 NOT
27 C USE THESE TAPES IN SPARSE ( Y FORMA SUPROUT INES AHICH USE FORMA
28 C SUaROUTINES YIN, YOUT (t6FCAUSE THEY USE dUFFER IN , UFFER OUT).
Z9 C NUIMAX NUTKX.
31 C THE FOLLO;vING UTILITY TAPES USE FORMA YIN, YOUT.
31 C NUTM, NUTK, NUT. NUT2, NfTir3
3.2 C CALLS FORMF A SUjROUTI',JES FLU I ,GRAVTY,PAGEHOISURFTN,YRVAr)2,YLERO
33 C Z Z OD
39 C OEVELOPED btY "A B ENFI LO, CS HOOLEY, RL sOHLEN. JANUARY 1973*
35 C .LAI rLVISI;u PY HL UOHLF. FEBRUARY 1975.
36 C
3TT C INrPUT AIA READ IN THIS SU)ROUTIN FROM TUrTEL. IF -UTEL = 5, DATA IS
3s C READ FROM CARDS,
39 C 5bC NAMEL FORMAT (A6)
95 C IF (NAMEL *.Er. 60RETURN) RETURN
-1 C IF (NAMEL *E. 6HiFLUI ) CALL FLUID (SEE SUBRT FOR INPUT)
'2 C IF (NA-EL .EQ. 6HGRAVTY) CALL GRAVTY (SEE SUBRT FOR INPUT)
93 C IF (NA'MEL .EW. 6HSURFTN) CALL SURFTN (S-EE SUBRT FOR INPUT)
49 C GO TO 5S
'5 C
'46 C. DEFINITION UF INPUT VARIABLES,
97 C NAMEL = FLUID, EIC AS SH!O ABOVE. GIVES SUBROUTINE CALLED.
48 C
-19 C EAPLANA TIIN OF INPUT AONRMATS. itMBER IN) ICATES CARD COLUUS UED.
50 C A = ANY KEYPUNCH SYMBOL.
51 C X = CARD COLUMNS SKIPPED.
52 C
53 C r SUSROUTINE ARGUMENTS (ALL INPUT)
59 C XYL = MATRIX OF JOINT GLOUAL XsY,Z LOCATIONS. ROVS CORRESPOND
5 C TO JOINT NUMBERS. COLUMNS 1,2,3 CORRESPONU TO THE JOINT
90
56 C X,Y,Z LOCATIONS RESPECTIVELY. SjZE(NJ,3).
b7 MAT E UTVE- KE To VII) IN CALLING PNOGRAM.
56 C JDOF MIATRIX OF JOINT GLOBAL DEGREES OF FREEDOM. ROWS CORRESPOND
-9 C 0 JOPINIT U~REM. COLUMNS 1,2,3 CORRESPONO TO THE JOINT
60 C TRANSLATION oOFS A.N COLUMNS , ,6 CORRESPOND TO THE JOINT
61 C KOTATIUN DOFS. SIZE(NJ,6).
62 C MAY BE EQUIVALENCED TO LV(1) IN CALLING PROGRAM.
63 C LUL = hAfRIX OF JOIbT ELLER ANGLES (DEGREES). ROAS CORRESPOND
64 C TO JOINT NU'MBERS. COLUMNS 1,2,3. CORRESPOND TO THE
65 C GLOAL XYL PERI'iUTATION. 51ZE(NJ,3). MAY BE
66 C EiUIVALENCED TO V(KRX*(XYZ COL DIM)+I) IN CALLING PROGRAM,
67 C NUIEL = LOGICAL NUMBER ,F TAPE CONTAINING ELEMENT INPUT DATA FOR'
68 C THIS SUBROuTINE AND SUBROUTINES AXIAL, ETC GIVEN BY NAMEL.
-9 C If NUTEL = S, DATA .ILL BE READ FROM CARDS.
70 C NJ = NUiBER OF JOINTS OR ROWS IN MATRICES (XYZ), (JDOFJ, (EUL).
S C NUIM = LUbICAL 'UBER OF UTILITY TAPE ON WHICH ASSEMBLED
72 C MASS MATRIX IS OUTPUT IN SPARSE NOTATION.
73 C NUIM MAY BE ZERO IF MASS MATRIX IS NOT FORMED.
74 C USES FORMA YIN, YOUT.
75 C NuI = LOGICAL NUMBER OF UTILITY TAPE ON iHICH ASSEMBLED
76 C STIFF;,ESS MATRIX IS OUTPUT IN SPARSE NOTATION*
/7 C NUIK MAY BE ZERO IF STIFFNESS MATRIX IS NOT FURMED.
78 C USES FORMA YIN, YOUT.
79 C V = VECTOR WORK SPACE.
80 C LV = VECTOR 4ORK SPACE.
MI C Kv DIME!NSION SIZE OF V,LV IN CALLING PROGRAM,
82 C KRX = ROA DIMENSION OF XYl IN CALLING PROGRAM.
83 C KNJ = RoU.DIMENSION UF JDOF IN CALLING PROGRAM.
84 C KRE = ROv DIEiwSION OF EUL IN CALLING PROGRAM,
85 C NU I X = LOGICAL NUMBER OF UTILITY TAPE oN 6HICH ELEMENT
86 C MASS NATRICES AND IVECS ARE STOREO.
87 C NUTfX MAY aE ZERO IF MASS MATRIX IS NOT FORMED.
88 C USES FORTRAN READ, .,RITE*
89 C NUTKX : LOGICAL NUMBER OF UTILITY TAPE ON WHICH ELEMENT
90 C STIFFNESS MATRICES (SAME AS GLORAL LOADS TRANSFORMATION
91 C MATRICES) AND IVECS ARE STORED,
92 C NUTKX MAY BE ZERO IF STIFFNESS MATRIX IS NOT FORMED.
93 C USES FORTRAN READ, RITE-
q C NUT! = LOGICAL NUMBER OF UTILITY TAFE. USES FORMA YIN, YOUT,
95 C NUil = LOGICAL NUMBER OF UTILITY TAPE. USES FORMA YIN, YOUT.
96. C NU13 = LOGICAL NUMBER OF UTILITY TAPE. USES FORMA YIN# YOUT.
97 C
98 1 F;1 ORMAT (AA)
ys 1Z- I FORMA I C/' 1 A 3bhJOINT DATA USED IN SUBROUTINE FINEL)
130 2 Z2 F()RMAT (//35X '7MHJOINT DATA USED IN1 SUBROUTINE FINEL (CONTINUED))
101 - i ZL ~3 FORMAT ( /IPX 18HDEGREES .)F FREEDOn
102 * 18x HGLOBAL CARTESIAN COO00DINATES
103 * 12x 22HEULER ANGLES (DEGREES)
10 I /!RA IIHTRANSLATION 8X 8HROTATION
105 4 / 2XHJOINT 6OIHU SX1HV 5Xl;4y SXIHP 5XIHQ 5XIHR
106 IIXIHX ITXIHY IIXIHL 14X1H4X I~XIHY I:XIHZ /)
107 ZOI FtORMAT (Ix IS, 3X 616, 3X 3Fl2-4, MX 3FI1.4)
108 C
109 IF INUTX .GT( , ). RE IlND . UTMX
110 IF (NUTKX .GT. ,) REBIND NUTKX




"- -- -- I- --------------- - - - - - - - -
11 4 C i)ETERMIaNE SIZ/ OF FINAL 'ASS-STIFFNESS ;ATRIX FROM THE MAXIMU1M DOF
-~~11-~- -- -----T--t -----------
116 NDOF = J OF (I , I
117 U00 3 I=1,NJ
1f~ DO 3-5 J=lh,
i119 F tJf.)O I (I ,Jl . GT. Ni;OF) DUF=JDOF (I ,
12 V 35 CONTINUE
12) C
122 C PRINT JOINT D0F, XYL COODINA;TES, EULER ANPtGLES.
123 CALL PAGLHD
129 R I TrE ( NOT , 2z:j 1 )
jI r --- ( NOtr, 2'3
126 NLINE = .3
127 DO 'tr IdJ=1 r--i
128 NLINE = NLInE+I
120 IF 0NLINE .LE. 42) GO TO 4:
130 CALL PAGEHD
131 V R I T E ( r.j OT, P2j-: )
132 ' WRITE (NOT,2003)
133 NL I NE = 1
139 4;1 WRITE (iNOTt207 9) IJ, (JOOF(IJ J), J=l,6)9 (XYZ(IJJ), J=1,3),
135 * (EUL(IJJ), J=13)
136 C
137 C LAU FINI E ELEMlENTT1E,.
138 50 READ (NUTEL,I.21) NAMEL
139 IF (NAIN L .E t 6HRETURN) ;O TO 53
19O IF (NAMEL .EQ. 6HFLUIO ) GO TO 151
191 IF (NAMEL ,EW* 6HiRAVTY) (O0 TO 171
1'42 IF (NAMEL .Ew. 6HSURFTNri) (0 TO 1Y9
193 NERROR=1
141 GO TO 999
IqS C FLUID ELEMEINT.
146 151 CALL FLUID (XYL,JDOF,EUL,NUTELNJ%
1*7 * NUTMXNUTKX, NUTLT, OUTST,
I98 * A ~I, a W 3 ,KXKRJKREK')
L49 Go TO 5
150 C GRAVITY ELEMENT,
151 171 CALL GRAVTY (XVZ,JOF,EUL,NUTELNJ,
152 * NUTKX,
153 * 1 sI,'2,NW3,KRX,KRJ,KREKW)
159 GO 'TO 5L
155 C SURFACL TE'SION ELEAENT.
156 190 CALL SURFTN (XYZ.JOOF,EIL,NUTELNJ,
157 * NUTKX,
158 "1 vV,2,n3,KRXKRJ,KREKW)
159 GO TO 5f
160 C
16F--- -C MTURINAIL FINI L DATA ON sTORAGE DISKS*
162 50 IF (PvUTMX ,GT 0) tRITIE (NUTMX) 18LANK,(I1I==1,3)
.163 IF, (NUTKX ,GT 3) 'RITE (NI-UTKX) I3LANKs(II I=1,30)
169 C
165 C SUM FINITE LLEMENT MATRICES,
166 IF (NUTNiGT.) CALL YZERO (NUTM,NDOFNDOF)
167 IF (NUTK.GT,9) CALL YZEHO (NUTK,NDOF,NDOF)
psb-~~~
9168 IF (NUTNA .GT- CALL YRviAD2 (NUTMX,NUTM,NDOFO41,K4,V,LV.KV,
J69 * NUT! ,NUT2,NLIT3)
170- IF (NUTKA .GT. 14) CALL YRVAD2 (NUJTKX,,NUTKgNDOFyvlKW,VLVKV,
171 *qT.Nj2N
172 RETURN NT NTU3
173
,174 999 CALL ZZBOMB (6HFINELB,NERROR)
P 1Tt KZ~iI I
7H IL I PB I N' 27 #F I .K25T I
2 SUBROUTINE K2STI (X2iX3,Y3,ST,Z,KL)
3 L)u NI II MzN  Tih. T,f 
-,I
9 C
5 r UB OUUlNE I) CALCULATE FI4ITE ELEMENT.,,
6 C STIFFNESS MATRIX,
7 C FU A u 5URFACEyETSIDO-N TIA (NGLE ELEMENT ITH UNRES[iiAIND O-N-ARIfE-
8 C LINEAR OISPLACEMENT FIELD IS USED
-- 5F- TIFNFL5~5 MAIIX S IN LOCAL COORDINATE UYSTEM.
10 C THE LOCAL COORODINATE 5YSTE. ASSUMES THE PLATE TO LIE IN1 AN X-Y PLANE
II C 'llH JUINI I AT THE X-Y ORIGIN, JOINT 2 LIES ALONG THE POSITIVE
12 C X AXIS, AND JOINT 3 15 IN THE POSITIVE Y DIRECTION.
13 C LULAL CUORDI ATE OR DR IS
19 C OZI DZ2,~Z3.
15 C WHERE uZ IS TRANSLATION (OUT OF PAPER).
16 C DLVELOPED BY RL OHNLEN. FE3RUARY 1975.
17 C
18 C SUBROUTINE ARGUMETS
19 C X2 = INPUT LOCA. X COoIDINATE LnCATION OF JOINT 2.
20 C X3 = INPUT LOCAL X COOR!'INATE LOCATION OF JOINT 3.
21 C Y3 = INPUT LOCAL Y COORDINATE LOCATION OF JOINT 3.
22 C ST = INPUT SURFACE TENSION (FORCE/LENGTH).
23 C 1 = OUTPUT STIFFNESS iATRIX. SIZE(3,3).
29 C KZ = INPUT ROJ OIMENSION OF Z IN CALLING PROGRAM. MIN=3,
25 C
26 A X2*Y3/2.
27 CONST = ST/('i.*A)
28 X31X2 = X3-X2
29 Z(II) = CONST * (Y3*,2 + X3MX2**2)
30 Z(1,2) =-CONST * (Y3**2 + X3*X3MX2)
31 C(1,3) = CONST * X2* X3iX2
32 Z(2,2) = CONST * (Y3**2 + X3**2)
33 Z(2,3) =-CONST * X2 * X3
39 Z(3,3) = CONST * X2*2
35 C
36 C SYMMETRIZE LOWER HALF,
37 DO 1Z J==1,3
38 DO IU IJ,3








2 SUBROUTINE LBUGEN (NUTEL,NUTXYZ)
3 COl M / ULE I XYT(TIS,3), ICW( 5), IFS(S), J RNi( 5),
* XYZ( JDOF(9n3,6), EUL(91,3),
Sa IVWORDS(2'9Cf
6 DATA KGPK3, KJK4/
7 * , 3 9: , '4/
8 DATA EPS/1.E-IC/, DTR/,0179532925/9 IZ/:/, 13/3/, 16/6/
9 DArA NAMEF , NAMEG I NAMEST, N'AMEK I IBLANK, IRTN /
Io 6HFLUID ,6HGRAVTY,6HSURFTN,6HKI ,6H ,6HRETURN/
11 DATA NITNOT/5,6/
12 C
13 1701 FORMAT I11X, 1 )
14 1: 02 FORMAT (1 X,2E17. )
15 1I35 FORMAT (A6)
16 1^1~ FORMAT (SXOSS)
t7 1 l, FORMAl (blA6 4XA)
18 1122 FORMAT (3(5XE1I '))
19 2 IZI FORMAT (915)
20 2022 FORMAT (3(SXsIPEI7,l ))
21 C
22 C DATA GENERATOR FOR LOW 3OND CONTRACT,
Z3 Q AA-5YiMLIkiC FLUID CUNIAINER. RI~I CALL.
24 C 97 DEGREE MODEL. USER SUPPLIED GRID.
25 C (bhLRAIL> (1) 1L S AND JoOF.XYZk.UL MATRICES ON NUTXYL FOR ARUMENT
26 C INPUT TO SUBROUTINE FINEL.
27 C (2) MASS TYPE, STIF TYPE, DENSITY, BULK MODULUS, GRAVITY,
28 C FLUID ELEMENT JOINT NUMBERS ON NUTEL TO BE READ IN
Z9 C SUBROUTINES FLUID, GRAVTY,
30 C SYMMETRIC, ANTI-SYMMETRIC CASE, THAT IS,
31 C U=UA=OMELHIG, V=OYaSOMETHING, W=DZ=0 ON XY PLANE,
32 C U=DX=,o V=DZ=:, W=-DY=SOMETHING ON XZ PLANE.
33 C X=CONTAINER AXIS OF SYMMETRY (+UP), Y=+RIGHT, Z=+INTO PAPER.
34 C EULER ANGLES ONLY USED ON BOUNDARIES WHERE CONSTRAINTS ARE APPLIED,
35 C [HAI IS AT XY PLANE XZ PLANE, CONTAINER WALL
36 C EULER ANGLE THETA X = 3 DEG ON XY PLANE, 93 DEG ON XZ PLANE,
3.7 C 9,/5ECTION BETWEEN XY AND XZ PLANES AT CONTAINER *ALL.
38 C EULER ANGLE THETA Y = I EVERYWHERE.
39 C LULER ANGLE THETA Z SUCH THAT V IS NORMAL OUT AND U IS TANGENT AT
40 C CONTAINER WALL*
41 C FR1I GrKIt POINTS ARE ON X-AXIS, I AT CONTAINER BOTTOM.
42 C DEFINITION. GRID POINTS = JOIN.TS ON XY PLANE.
3 C WLVELUOP D BY L WDHLEN, JANUARY 1975.
4s C LAST REVISION BY RL WOHLEN. FEBRUARY 19750
45 C
46 READ (NITI,701) NSECT
4/ LALL ~EAD (XYTZ, NGP,13, KGP9K3)
48 READ (NIT1:S2) ZAXIS
.._9 C L1 CL 9NAINEM lb A CT LiNER, READ 6RID POINI OF CORNER.
50 C IF CONTAINER IS NOT A CYLINDER, INPUT IGPCYL=O.
51i READ INII,101) IGPCYL
52 C READ CONTAINER 6ALL GRID POINT NUMBERS.
53 LALL RLFADIM (IC , I 1,NICW4, IIKGP)
S4 C READ FLUID SURFACE GRID POINT NUMBERS FROM AXIS OUT.
55 CALL REAUIM (IFS' IlNFS, I,KGP)
56 READ (NI1T,1I '5) NAMEl'
5.. .- REA D I i1 -,-. 10 Kr, T
58 DRED (hIT1322 G X
59 -y = ,
60 GL = "*,
61 C RiLEA ELL *ENI GrID POIIT I UMBERS AT STATE ENT 210,
62 C
63 C CALCULAIE XYZ, J/3JF, E1UL. HATRICES.
6q YAXIS = XYTZ( 1 2)
65 SECT = iSE£CT
66 TXINC = 9;./SECT
67 C ZERO OUT MATR;ICES.
69 00 23 J=1,3
69 00 2' I=1 ,KJ
70 XYZ(1,J) = 2'
71 23 EUL(IIJ) = 0
72 D00 25 J=1,6
73 D00 25 I=1,KJ
74 25 JDOF(I J) = .11
75 C CALCULAIE NU L, L 'i OF JOIN TS . X-AXIS,
76 NPAX = ,
77 .D 53 IGP = ,NGP
78 IF (ABS(XYTZ(IGP,2)-YAXIS) ,LTs EPS) 'NPAX=NPAX+1
79 b CONTINUE
80 C
81 C A-AAIS JOINTS. TZ19U AT JOINIT 1, TZ=3 AT OTHER JOINTS.
82 DO 102 IGP=1,NPAX
83 -XYZ(IGPI) = XYTZ(IGP, 1
89 XYZ(IGP,Z) = XYTZ(IGP,2)
Rb IZ XYZ(IGP 3) = ZAX15
86 EUL(1,3) = XYTZ(1, 3)
87 JL)- 1, I ) = 1
88 00 135 IGP=21.WPAX
89 10i JD)F (IGP*2) = IGP
90 C
91 C JUINTt 'JTrL TIHAN X-AXIS3.
92 NPAXPI = WPAX+I
93 NPLANL = NSECT+I
99 J = rNPAX
95 1)0o = NPAX
96 DO 129 IGP=NPAXPI NGP
Y7 C ttL IF tuI'l I UN C IoJIAINEHR .ALL,
98 IFCW =
99 00 14Z iC= 1,NC
100 IF (IGP ELO. IC;(IC)) GO TO 123
101 12 LONi INUL
102 GO TO 129
1J3 123 IFCV = I
10q 124 00 129 IPLANE=!,NPLAIE
105 IX = FLOAT(IPLANE-I)oTXINC
106 CTX = CUS(TX*DTR)
107 STX = SIN (FX* TR)
108 YLOCAL = XYTZ(IGP,2)-YAXIS
1,9 J = J+1
110 XYZ(Jol) = XITZ(IGP,I)
I11 XyZ(Jf2) = YAXIS + YLOCAL*CTX
ci ~ > "
96
112 XYZ(J,3) = ZAXIS + YLOCAL.STX
113 IF IIFCw to . ORo IPLANE ,EI* NPLANE) EUL(Jol)=TX
114 EUL(J,3) = XYTZ(IGP,3)
15 IF (IPLANE *EQ, NPLANE *OR. IGP .EQ. IGPCYL) GO TO 127
116 100F = IDOF+1
117 JOOF(Jp, ) = IDOF
118 IF (IFCv .EQ. 1) GO TO 127
119 IDOr = IiOF+1
123 JOOF(J,2) = IDOF
121 12/ IF (IPLANE *EQ* 1) GO TO 129
122 IOOF = IOUF+1
123 JDOF(J3) = IDOF
124 129 CONTINUE
125 NJ = J
126 WRITE (NUTXYZ) NJJel3,JI69NJqI3
127 aRITE (NUTXYZ) ((JDOF(IJ),I=1,NJ),J=1,6)
1238 RITE (NUTXYZ) ((XYZ (1,J)sI=tj NJ),J=I,3)
129 WRITE (NUTXYZ) ((EUL (I,J), I=1 NJ),J=1,t3)
130 C
131 C GET REAL JOINT NUMBERS OF GRID POINTS,
132 IGP = 3
133 00 215 J=I,NJ
134 IF (ABS(XYZ(J,3)-ZAXIS) .GT. EPS) GO TO 205
135 IGP = IGP+1
136 JRN(IGP) = J
137 2B LONIINUE
138 CALL 4RITIM (JRN, NGP,Il 31HJRN, KGP)
139 C
140 C CALCULATE ELEMENT JOINT NUMBERS FOR SUBROUTINE FLUID.
191 NKIRIL UNUTLL :12b) NAMLF
142 WRITE (NUTELI'21) NAMEM,NAMEKsl3LANK,IBLANK
143 VRIlt (INUTEL,2 22) RO,BKM
144 C NUMBER OF GIVEN JOINTS ON XY PLANE DETERMINES TYPE OF ELEMENTQ
145 FOR EL.rNLNis UN A-A'l) 3 JOUINTIS=TETRAMEDORUN 4 JOINTSgPEN)AML D UNo
146 C FOR OTHER ELEMENTS, 3 JOINTS=PENTAHEDRON, 4 JOINTS=HEXAHEDRON,
147 NEL =
148 C GRID POINT NUMBERING FOR ELEmENTS MUST BE CLOCKWISE.
1C9 c I ELLMtNI 15 ON X-AXIS, FIRST T40 GRID POINTS MUST BE ON X-AXISo
o150 ELEMENTS CANNOT HAVE JUST ONE GRID POINT ON X-AXIS-
151 21u NEAD (NIIT,1!1)i IGPI)IGP2,IGP3IGP4
152 IF (IGPI ,EQ. 3) GO ro 269
153 KEL = 3
154 IF (IGPN ,GT. 3) KEL=9
155 IF (IciP ,GT, NPAX) 60 TO 25:
156 C ELEMENT IS ON X-AXIS,
157 JI = IGPI
156 J = IGP2
159 IF (KLL *.EQ 4) GO TO 23!7
160 o0 225 ISECT=I1NSECT
161 d2 - JRNifP3)+ISECT-t
162 J3 = JZ+l
163 NEL = NEL+I
164 225 WRITE (NUTEL,2012) NELJI.J2,J3,J4,Z.,IZZIZIZ
165 O0 TO 21z
166 23D D0 235 ISECT=I,NSECT
167 J2 = JKNIIGP9)+I tECT-1
97
T7 - NL iNC 
--
c
172 235 FIT E ( iU T ELU2 V) WELPJI.J2oj3,j9,JS,J6,JZ,IZ'
3 CiU IL u z -,
1 714 C ELEM1ENT 15 HOT ON X-AX~IS,
IJ~ 2S~IF IK'L TE.~ O 21s-
176 DO 255 1lCT=1,;QSECT
378 J2= J~iJ(1lGP2).ISK-CT-1
179 J3 = JliN (I G P4)+ I bCT-T-
13:1 ~ J4 = J~
192 J6 J3+ t
18-f 255R ~TE ( JUTEL1,11) Niit-J11J2 J3,J,JS,J6, IZ I z
113 s (0 TO 21.
186 26T~ Do 265 ISFECT=I9WSFCT
1137 11= Ji 14 IGP1 )+ISECT-1
188J2 J RA I(GP2)+lSECT-l
I18 9 j 3 = JR'4 tIGP3);+ISECT-1
19') J4= JRW t JGP4)IISECT-1
19 ? = J,2+ I
193 J 7 =j 3+ I
194 J8 J 4+ 1
195 N E I A NEL+ I
196 2653 VR ITrE (IUTELv2-113 NceLoJ1,J2,j3,J'4,JS,4J6#J7,J8
197 Go TO 212
199 C
201i C CALCULA TE ELEMENT JO INT 14UMUjk S FOR SIJ83RnUT INE GRAVTY.
2 0 1 ~ R IT F (NU TELsl,:, 5) A A \1 FG
7.)2 VRI T E CNUT EL ,1 2 1) 13 LAN KNA ME K
203 ,N;R IT~ E NUTEL,27,22) 
-RU
2,'3'4 A4 R I TE (f4UrEL,2 ''22) GX,G~Y,GjZ
2135 1 EL 2 :
216 J1 NPAA
207IG?2 vIFS(Z)
2,39 00 273 ISrECT=19NSE(rT
209 J2 =JRN(IGP2)+15ECT-1
23 11 J3 =J2+ I
211 NEL = EL+1
212 275 VR ITE (;iUTEL s2f 1) N~l:,J I J2 J3 I Z
213 1O2 5 I=3,-qFS-
219 1GPj z 13S(IS-1)
215 IGP2 = IFS(IS)
216 Do 285 IsECT=I*NSECT
217 C~ T JR(GI+ C- I
218 J2 2 JNN(IGP2)+ISECT-1
219 J3 =J2+1
221 JL4 = Jl+l
221 NEL = N~EL+1
222 285 WRITE (INUTEL-#2'1Z*) NELLjt,42,J3,J4
223 'ARITL (NUTEL,T1 ) IZ,IZz;,IpfzIz
98
22~4 C
22,5UAI LLIINIJIINUV3r FRSJROUTINE SUIFN
226 ARITE (NUTEL,:1Z5) NAMEST
-II - - -------------- n
228 ARITE (NUrEL92:-22) ST
23-0 JI = NPAX
232 Do 292 ISECT=IorqSECT
23'4 J3 2 2+1
23!
238 IGPI = IFS(IS-1)
2L10 Do 295 ISECT=1,\NECT
24' 1 JI J (N IGFI ) + 5 T-I
2'42 J2 =JRN(IGP2)+ISECT-1
2 4 44 = 41+1
295NLL= 'LL+l
2146 29S *RITE (NUTEL,2 'J:) NELPJI.2,j3,44
2148 c







1 T.UNILtJ ( t(M=1),TLU V=CIvi
2 SURROUTINE L6FINE (NUTEL,vUTXYZ,NUTM,NUTKNUTLT,NUTSTNUTMXNUTKX,
3 * NUTX ,NUT ,NUT2,NUT3)
q C
5 C MAIN PRU ANM TO READ (XYZ), (JDOF), (EUL) AND CALCULATE (ON OPIION)
6 C ASSEMBLED FINITE ELEMENT MASS, STIFFNESS MATRICES.
7 C CALLS FORMA SUBROUTINES FINELBEYIN ,YWRITE.
8 C DEVELOPED BY BENFIELD, C BODLEY, R PHILIPPUS, R WOHLEN. JULY 1973.
9 C LAST REVISION BY RL 60HLEN., FEBRUARY 1975.
10 C
II DOUBLE PRECISION V
12 COMMON / DOUBLE / V(12S-7), LV(12C )
13 DIMENSION XYZ(2 t,3), JDOF(2 V',6), EUL(2CC0, 3 )
14 EQUIVALENCE (XYZ(l ),V(I)), (EUL(I),V(6C- I)), (JDOF(1),LV(I))
1S DATA KRX, KCX, KRJ, KCJ. KRE, KCE, KV /
16 * 2 1- , 3, 2>', 6, 220Z , 3,1200 /
17 C rAO XYZ,JDF,EUL FROM NUTXYZ CREATED IN DATA GENERATOR LBDGEN*
18 REWIND NUTXYZ
19 READ (NUTXYZ) NJNCXNRJ,NCJ,NRE,NCE
20 NERROR=I
21 IF (NCX *NE* 3) GO TO 999
22 NERROR=2
23 IF (NRJ *NE. NJ .OR. NCJ .NE. 6) GO To 999
214 NERROR=3
25 IF tNR .E. NJNJ .OR. NCE .NE, 3) GO TO 999
26 NERROR=4
27 IF .( NJ.GTKRX ,OR. NCXGT.KCX .OR.
28 * NRJ.GT.KRJ *OR. NCJ*GT*KCJ *OR.
Z9 * NNE *G/KoE .*OR NCE.GTKCE) GO TO 9Y9
30 READ (NUTXYZ) ((JDOF(T,J),I=I,NRJ),J=1,NCJ)
31 MEAD (NUTXYZ) (( XYZ(I1J),I=I, NJ),J=1,NCX)
32 READ (NUTXYZ) (( EUL(IJ),I=INRE),J=iNCE)
33 CALL FINEL (XYZ,JDOFEUL,NUTEL,NJ,
31 * NUTM,NUTK,
35 * VLVKVoKRX,KRJtKRE,
36 * NUTMX,NUTKX,NUTNU NUT2sNUT3)
37 CALL TY:RITE (NUTM,OHMASS ,V,LV,KV)
38 CALL YARITE (NUTK,4HSTIF ,VLV,KV)
39 RETURN
42 C




I TOMPIL ER (XM=JI EQUIV=CMNJ)
2 SUBROUTINE MUTITL (PTITLE,MODEFREQ,NRWTKPTITL)
3 C
1 C SUBROUTINE TO FORM MODE NUMBER AND FREQUENCY TITLES FOR PLOT3.
s C DVjLUD BY WA BENFIELD. FEBRUARY 197q.




10 1001 FORMAT (3AI1)
11 I02 FORMAT (SA6)
12 2 71 FORMAT (4HMOOEII1,6H, F =FIO*.6,6H HZ. )
13 C
114 REAIND NRvT
15 WRITE (NRtT,200 1) MODEFREQ
16 REOIND NRWT
17 IF (KPTITL*.E~ 8) READ (NRWT,1031) (PTITLE(I),1I=i 3)






2 SUqROUTINE MOOED (NUTM,NUTK,NUTPNUTF,NRSVTI,NUTBI,NUTRI)
3 C
4 C SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE MODES USING SPARSE MASS ANO STIF MATRICES
5 C W li UN~ t M ODE SUBROUTINE,
6 C DEVELOPED BY WA BENFIELO. MAY 1974.
7 C LA5T REVIS.ION BY RL 4OHLEN. 7E8RUARY 197s.
8 C
9 UOOUBL PKECISION V
13 COMMON / DOUBLE / A(15,115), S(115,115), 12(115), (II5S),
II FRE')?(l s), V(317 ), LV(3 ), I.VORDS(2d5)
12 C
13 DATA KA,KV / 115, 3 3 /
14 C
IS CALL YSTOD (NUTM,ANRA9NCA,KA ,KA ,V.LVIKV,NUTkI)
16 CALL YSTO0 (NUTK,S, R S,NCS,KA ,KA ,V,LV,KV,NUJTBI)
17 CALL MODEI (AS,429,FRE ,NRMS,lOvKA ,NUTRI)
18 CALL WRITE ( 2,NRMS,l,2H 2,KA)
19 CALL 4RITE (FREQNRMSt,,HFREQKA)
20 CALL ARITE (ANRMS,NRMS,5HMODESKA)
21 C CONVERT DENSE TO SPARSE FOR PLOTS.
22 CALL YOTOS (FREQNUTF,NRMS,1,KA,I,V,LV,KVNUTBI)
23 CALL YDTOS (A,NUTP,NRMS,NRMS,KAKA,V,LV,KV,NUTBI)
29 IF (NRSVTI .LE. 3) RETURN
25 RENIND NRSVTI
26 CALL WTAPE (W2,NRMSt,2HW2tKA INRSVTI)
27 CALL 4TAPE (FRE,NRMS,Ip4HFREQKA ,NRSVTI)
28 CALL YATAPE (NUTP,5HMODES ,V,LV,KV,iRSVTI)








SL----L LrMLR (M =1), tUIV=CM)
2 SUJROUTINE MODES (NUTM,NUTK,NUTZ,NUTFINRSVTI,
3 NUTI,NUT2,NUT3tNUT4,NUT SNUT6 NUT7)
C
C5 i L I vI AYLEIGH=-IlZ METHOD OF DR. JOHN ADMIRE.
6 C TECHNIQUE = COMPOSITE STRUCTURE.
7 C VERbIQN =. UN-SWEEPING.
8 C PROGRAMMING LOGIC = SPARSE.
9 C MAXIMUM SIZE OF MASS,STIF = 1920.
S C MAXIMJM NU = 7'
i C uLVLUFtL BY R L WOHLEN AND 7 A PHILIPPU5. MARCH 1972.
12 C LAST REVISION BY RL WOHLEN, FEBRUARY 1975.
13 C
14 C ****,*,*,*************** **********, **** ****
15 C INFVUT DATA KEAD IN THIS PROGRAM,
16 C NW FORMAT (1,X,I5)
17 C NU FORMAT (10XIS)
18 C SHI.FT FORMAT (IOXE1,)
19 C MAXIr FORMAT (1)XI5)
23 C
21 C OtrINIIION OF INPUT VARIABLES*
22 C N4 = NUMBER OF MODES 'ANTED.
23 C NU - NUMBER OF RAYLEIGH-RITZ MODES TO USE,
24 C SHIFT = SHIFT VALUE TO USE,
25 C MAAIT = MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS TO BE PERFORMED.
26 C
27 DOUBLt PRECISION V
28 COMMON / DOUBLE / V(1I92)s LV(10923), W2( 7 ) ( 70), FREQ( 73),
29 1 A50R5i(303 )
30 DIMENS ION A( 70, 72), St 77, 70)
31 C
32 EQUIVALENCE (V(36ql)oS(l))o (LV(3691),A( ))
33 C
39 DATA NIT,NOT / 5,6 /
35 UAIA KV, KA /
36 1092~, 70 /
37 LATA NITERI, IJITER2, TOLZ, 1OLW2/
38 ? "o l.E-36, 19-9/
39 UATA IFPRNT/10 C/
49 1401 FORMAT (IOX, '15)
4| IuIU FORMAT ( I!XX, IC,.O)
'42 C
43 REaU (NIlI3i1 ) NA
1441 READ (NITIOI) NU
95 READ (NIT,1I 1i) SHIFT
[6 READ (NITOl0I) MAXIT
&17 C
98 CALL YZERO (NUTZl,t1)





54 CALL WRITE (A2,NUI2HW2,KA)
55 CALL WRITE (FREQNU,,I4HFREQKA)
56 CALL YARI UTE ( NUTZ *Sf;iQODS V #LVtKV)
58 CALL YOTOS (F! 'E,NUTF,NU,,,KA.I,V,LV,KV,NUT7)
59 F (ST1 .LE )R RETIURN
61- REANIND NFRSVTI
61 LALL *IAPE (A<ZNUs,12,V2,KA,NHSVTI)
62 CAL.L WTAPE (FR EQtNU,1,iHFREQ,KANR5VTI)
63CALL YAT-APE( tITi , 5Hr20-ES, V LV oKV NRSvT I
64CALL LTAPE (NRSVT I)_______
65 C
66 RETURN
67 E N )
3PR F1.STF2ST
PHILIPBIN237*FI.STF2ST
2 SUBROUTINE STF2ST (CJ,EJST,NAMEK,SvI KCJ,KEJKSKA1)
3 rIENSION CJCKCJI), EJ(KEJt) S(KS,I), WI(K#I,1l)
4 C
5 5 UbK0UIilNE 10 CALCULATE FINITE ELEMENT,..
6 C STIFFNESS MATRIX
7 C F A SURFACE TENSION TIIANGLE ELEMENT VITH UNRESIRAINED 80UNDARIES
a C STIFFNESS MATRIX IS IN GLO3AL COORDINATE DIRECTIONS.
9 C GLUBAL COORDINATE ORDER IS
a1 C (UV,W) JOINT I, THEN JOINT 2, 3.
ii A;RcRE UtV,W ARE TRANSLATIONS,
12 C EULER ANGLE CONVENTION IS GLOBAL X,y,Z PERMUTATION.
13 C CALLS FURMA SUBROUTINES 3TA8AoDCOS2,K2STIlZBOMB.
14 C DEVELOPED 3Y RL *OHLEN, FEBRUARY 19750
15 C
16 C Sj3ROUTINE AGUMENTS
17 C CJ = INPUT MATRIX OF GLOBAL X,Y,Z COORDINATES AT TRIANGLE JOINTS
18 C ROWS 1,2,3 CORRESPOND TO X,Y,Z COORDINATES.
19 C COLS 1,2,3 CORRESPOND TO JOINTS 1,2,3. SIZE(3,3).
20 C EJ = INPUT MATRIX OF EULER ANGLES (DEGREES) AT TRIANGLE JOINTS,
21 C ROWS 1,2,3 CORRESPOND TO GLOBAL X,YZ PERMUTATION,
22 C COLS 1,2,3 CORRESPONO TO JOINTS 112,3. SIZE(3,3).
23 C Il = INPUT SURFACE TENSION, (FORCE/LENGTH).
2(4 C NAMEK = INPUT TYPE OF STIF MATRIX ANTED.
25 = KI, USES K2STI, LINEAR DISPLACEMENT FIELD.
26 C S = OUTPUT STIFFNESS MATRIX * SIZE(9,9),
27 C IA = INPUT WORKSPACE MATRIX. SIZE(18,l8).
28 C KCJ = INPUT ROW DIMENSION OF CJ IN CALLING PROGRAM,
y C KLJ = IN1UI WU DIMEN1SO0J OF LJ IN CALLING PROGRAMo
30 C KS = INPUT RO DIMENSIO OF S IN CALLING PROGRAM. MIN=9.
31 C KNt = INPUT ROW DIMENSION OF Wi IN CALLING PROGRAM MIN=I8
32 C
33 NERRUR=I
34 IF (KS .LT, 9 *OR* KAI\ LT, 18) GO TO 999
35 SLlZ = SWRT((CJ(Is2)-CJ(I,I))**2 + (CJ(2q2$CJ(2,It))**2
36 + (CJ(3,2)-CJ(3 I))**2)
37 5LZ3 = SQRT((CJ(1,3)-CJ(1,2))**2 + (CJ(2,3)-CJ(2,2))**2
38 * + (CJ(33)-CJ(392))**2)
39 5LI3 = SQRT((CJ(I,3)-CJ(1,1))**2 + (CJ(2,3)-CJ(2,1))**2
43 * + (CJ(3,3)-CJ(3q))*2)
'1 X3 = (SL130*2+SLI2**2-SL23**2)/(2,:ZSL12)
92 Y3 = SWRT(SLI3Z2-A3**Z)
43 IF (NAMEK ,E.* 6HKI ) GO TO 11'7
((4 NERROR=2
(S GO TO 999
'$6 C
77 C KZ2STI LINEAR DISPLACEMENT FIELD.
48 110 CALL K2STI (SL12',X3,Y3,SToS,KS)
49 CALL OCOS2 (CJEJ,W1,KCJ,KEJ,KwI)
5s C SELECT OZ ROS.
51 00 212 J=1 99
52 00 213 I1=13
53 dIU AI IJ) = 2.0
54 DO 215 J= 13
55 i(lidl = W I(s, J)
Z 15 V j(39J+6) = 'il(16,J+I?-)
CALL 3TA3A (S'N I, 3 , 9, K S K 'A" I
S9 RETURAN
61 V~9Y' CALL ZZSJMS (6?HSTF2sr,NEHROR)
62 .D
rPRT F!.STF35T
PHILIPBI N2 7F I STF3ST
-- -
ICU iI (Mi=l1) , UI v=CMN)
2 SU6ROJTINE STF3ST (CJ,EJ,STNAMEKS,1iV2,sKCJ,KEJKS,KtlKW2)
3 U IM N 1li3N CJ ( KCJ, I ) ,tJ(KEJ, 1) ,S( KS, I ) , 4 (Kd . 1 ) ,a2 UKV2, I
q DIMENSION C~ 3,3), E,(3,3),. VI(9), IV2(9), IV319), IV9q9)
5 DATA IV1/ I, 2, 3, , 5, ',s 7, 8, 9/,
6 IV2/ 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9,10,1I .12/,
7 * IT3/ I 2, 3, ', 5, 6.,1,12/,
8 e- IV4/ 4, 5, 6, 7, R, 9,~l Ill,12/
9 C
I0 C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE FINITE ELEMENT...
It C STIFFNESS MATRIX
12 C FOR A SURFACE TENSIO Q'JADRILATERAL ELEMENT 4ITH
- 13 C uNRE.' IAI N .Iu iUUA Ib 1S.
IN C STIFFNESS MATRIX IS IN GLOBAL COOROINATE DIRECTIONS.
15 L GLUBAL CUURUIAa ONDER IS5
16 C (U,VV) JOINT I, THEN JOINT 2, 3, '4
1- f Khtt- UsVo4 A .N IXANSI AI IUNS,
13 C EULER ANGLE CONVENTIOA IS GLOBAL XY,Z PERMUTATION.
p9 C; LALL. FUelA 'U~i rUUlNrLS REVADSTt'2STLZRUMB
20 C DEVELOPED 6Y RL WOHLEN. FEBRUARY 1975.
21
22 C SUBHOUTINE ARGUMENTS
3J L CJ = INJI MAIR A UF GLOBAL sY, COUKUINAIE5 Al- NUAU JUINiob
29 C ROS 1,2,3 CORRESPOND TO X,YZ COORUINATES,
S L CULb I Z2,3,+ CORRSPOND TO JOINTS 1,2,3,9. SIZL(3%4).
26 C EJ = INPUT MATRIX OF EULER ANGLES (DEGREES) AT QUAD JOINTS.
27 C ROWS 192.3 CORRESPOND TO GLOBAL XY,Z PERMUTATION.
28 C COLS 1,2,3.4 CORRESPOND TO JOINTS 1,2,3,9. SIZE(34h).
S C 51 = INPUT SURFACE TENSION (FORCE/LENGTH)o
301 C NAI E K = I;NPUT TYPE OF STIF MATRIX l;ANTEDo
31 C = Ki, USFS 4 TRIANGLES, OVERLAP AVERAGE.
32 C S = OUTPUT STIFFNESS MATRIX SIZE(12,12),
33 C N1 = INPUT VUORKSPACE MATRIX, SIZE(9,9).
39 C W2 = INPUT 'ORKSPACE MATRIX, SIZE( $Ilb).
j5 C KLJ = INPUI RUO; DIMENSION OF CJ IN CALLING PROGRAM* MIN=3,
36 C KEJ = INPUT ROV DIMENSION OF EJ IN CALLING PROGRAM, MIN=3.
37 C KS = IN U1 R ,U DIMENSION OF 5 IN CALLING PROGRAM. MIN=2I,
38 C Kl = INPUT ROW DIMENSION OF 1W IN CALLING PROGRAMo MIN=9,
39 C K2Z = INPUT RO1 DIMEtISION OF W2 IN CALLING PROGRAM. MIN=18*
93 C
141 NERRUR=
92 IF (KS -LT. 12 .OR. KV1 *LT. 9 *OR* K.2 *LT. 18) GO TO 999
13 O0 5 J=1,12
49 . 0o 5 It1,12
45 b S(lJ) = .. !
46 IF (INAMEK -EQ. 6HKt ) 0O TO 11I
97 NERRUO 2
98 GO TO 999
49 C
50 il0 00 20-3 I=1,3
51 CW (l I) = CJ(I,I )
52 EW(Il) = EJ( I l)
53 CW(I,2) = CJ(I,2)
59 E I (1,2) = EJ(I,2)




5. 2S EO (13 = EJ(I3)
5---7- CALL IFST (Cid,E', STNA MEK,i- I2 , 3 ,3 , K ; , K 2)
58 CALL REVADD (*5,~l1,vI V tIS, 9,9,12,12, KWI)KS)
59 )0 271 I=1=,3
6! CQ(l,1) = CJ(II)
61 E I l) = (I I
62 C i(1,2) = J( I 3)
63 EI(1,2) = EJ(I,3)
6_ C'(I,3) = CJ(I1,I)
65 2 1 E (1,3 = EJ(1lq)
66 CALL STF25T (C ,E ,ST.NA;4EKoWiWV2,3,3,K'il KW2)
67 CALL REVADD (*5,9l1,IIV V2,S, 9,9,12,12, KWI,KS)
68 DO 203 1=,1,3
69 C'(I,1) CJ(ll)
70 E4 (I,I = EJ(II)
71 C (I 2) = CJ(I,2)
72 E (1,2) = EJ(I,2)
73 C(,I 3) - CJIl,&)
714 273 EW( 13) = EJ(I )
75 CALL 5TFZST (Cw,E",,ST,NAIEK,'.,-i 2,393,K I)K'W2)
76 CALL REVADD (.5, 1, IV3,IV3,S, 9,9,12,12, KWIt KS)
77 "0D 25 1=1 ,3
76 CW(1) l) = CJ(1,2)
79 EW(I,1) E= J(I,2)
80 CW (I2) = CJ(1,3)
81 El( 1,2) = EJ(I ,3)
82 CW(I,3) = CJ(I,9)
83 Z 5 E.' (1,3) = EJ(,)
8')  CALL STF2ST tCi4,E,.,ST,NA4IEK,WI9 2,3 3,K ',K A2)
85 -ALL RtVAD (.5,WoIV4,IV8,S, Y,9,1212, KWIKS)
86 RETURN
87 C
88 999 CALL ZZ8OMB (6HSTF3ST,NERROR)
89 EN3
FPRT " I,5U Fli
evE~
PHILI PBII27*FI SURF TN
- ------ 
PL Lc (XM=1) , )(E3 UIV =CM :)
2 SU ROUT I ijE. SURFTN (XYZ,JI)OF,EUL,NIJ' EL,NJ,
3 N • t.,UTIKX, TSsKXKJKEK,)
4 I) MIENSl1OPN XYZ(KX, ) ,JOOF(KJ I) ,EUL (KE ,I) ( KW, I),T(K , I) S(KW I)
5 r I MEiSI O,4 CJ( 3e E , 3J( ,'41 IV (12)
6 DATA IT,NOT/ S,6 /
7 DATA NAMEL/6HSURFTN/, IBLNK/6H /, KCJ/3/
C
9 C SUBROJTINE TO CALCULATE (ON OPTION) FINITE ELEMENT .,
I C STIFFNESS MATRICES AND IVECS (ON NUTKX),
Ii C FOR SURFACE TENSION ELEMENTS. TRIANGULAR (JOINT a - ) OR
12 C QUADRILATERAL (JOINT 4 *GT. -),
13 C IIFFNES. MATRICES ARE IN GLOBAL COORDINATE DIRECTIONS,
14 C GLOBAL COOROINATE ORDER IS
15 C (U,V, ) JOINT 1, THEN JOIT 2,3,(4)
16 C WHERE UtV, ARE TRANSLATIONSo
17 C IVEC GIVES ELEMENT DOF INTO -GLOBAL DOF. EXAMPLES.o
18 C IVEC(6)=834 PLACES ELEMENT DOF 6 INTO GLOBAL DOF 83'4,
19 C IVEC(3)= OMITS ELEMENT DOF 3 FROM GLOBAL DOFe THIS CONSTRAINS
21 C ELEMENT iOF 3 TO ZERO MOTION.
21 r DAIA ARRANGEMENT ON NUTKX FOR EACH FINITE ELEMENT IS (W=K)
22 C 4riiITE (NUT4X) NAIE NEL,NR NC,NAMEL ,(IBLNKsl=IS),
23 C (((fIJ),IIt,NR)sJ=1I NC),(IVEC(I), =1,NC)
291 C CALLS FORMA SUBROUTINES PAGEHDSTF2STSTF3ST,ZZBOMB.
25 C OtvELOIOD Y RL OHLEN. FEBRUARY 1975.
26 C
---27 C *****************,ses$q oesessc*** ** ******
28 C INPUT DATA READ IN THIS SUBROUTINE FROM NUTEL, IF NUTEL = NIT, DATA I
29 C rLEAU XOUM CARVS.
31 C NAIEK FORMAT (A6)
31 C 3T FORMAT (SXEIg)
32 C '24 NEL,JI,J2,J3,J4 FORMAT (515)
33 C IF (Jl ,EQ. Q) RETURN
39 C GO TO 2:
35 C
36 C DEFINITION. OF INPUT VARIABLES.
37 C iAitK IYfE OF STIFFNESS MATRIX WANTED.
38 C = KI, LINEAR DISPLACEMENT ASSUMED.
3V C = 6H OR 6HNOSTIF, NO STIFFNESS MATRIX CALCULATED.
q4 C ST = SJRFACE TENSION (FORCE/LENGTH).
S C i. L = FINITE ELEMENT NUMBER. FOR REFERENCE ONLY, NOT USED IN
'42 C CALCULATIONS. NRITTEN ON NUTKX,
43 C J1 '- JOINT NUMBER AT ELEMENT VERTE X 1
4(. C J2 = JOINT NUMBER AT.ELEMENT VERTEX 2,
45 C JJ - JOINT NUMBER AT ELEMENT VERTEX 3,
'6 C J'4 = JOINT NUMBER AT ELEENT VERTEX ,. (USED FOR QUADRILATERAL).
i . C Inr EL~EIENT MAY BLE NU'IBERED CLOCKWISE OR COUNTER-CLOCKIS5E.
48 'C
4 C EXAPLANATiOIN UF INFUI UM IAT5S, NUMBIER INDICAIELS .CARD COLUMNS USI:.D
53 C I = INTEGER DATA, RIGHT ADJUSTED.
51 C = CIMAL POINI OATA, ANYWHEKE IN FIELD. EXPONENT RIGHI ADJUS
52 C X CARD COLUMNS SKIPPED,
53 C L ******* **** ***o ***
5l C
55 C NUBKUUI INE ARGUMENF5 (ALL INPUT)
~~% 5
56 C XYL = !ATRIX OF JOINT GLO AL XY,Z LOCATIONS. ROVS CORRESPOND
i I 'U JO 1NI NU'IEN'S. COLUMN5 1,2,3 CURRESPON TrU TE JUINT
58 C X,Y,Z LOCATI)NS RESPECTIVELY. SIZEINJ*3).
Sc JLUU = MA IJIX OF- J TI[NT GLO!AL DEGREES 0F FREEOO t 'VW CORE POU
60 C TO JOINT NUM.3ENS. COLUMNS 1,2,3 CORRESPOND TO THE JOINT
61 c IRANbLATIOO 00FS AND COLUMNS '4,5,6 'CORRESPOND TO THE JOINT
62 C ROTATION DOFS. 5IZE(NJ,6),
3 C LUL = AIRIX OF JOINF EULER ANGLES (DEGREES). IUOS CORRESPOND
6' C TO JOINT NUMB'ERS* COLUMNS 1,2,3 CORRESPOND TO THE
65 C GLOBAL X,Y,Z PERMUTATION. SIZE(iIJ,3).
66 C NUTEL = LOGICAL NUMBER OF TAPE CONTAINING ELEMENT INPUT DATA FOR
67 C THIS SUBROUTINE. IF NUTEL = NIT, DATA IS READ FROM CARD!S
68 C NJ = NUiBER OF JOINTS OR ROWS IN MATRICES (XYZ), (JDOF), (EUL).
69 C NIKX = LOGICAL NU IBER OF UTILITY TAPE ON vHICH ELEMENT
73 C STIFFNESS MATRICES AND IVECS ARE OUTPUT.
71 C NUTKX NAY E ZERO IF STIFFNESS ,ATRIX IS NOT FORMED.
72 C USES FORTRAN READ, RITE.
73 C v = MATRIX .OJRK SPACE. :.AIN SIZE(!2,12).
74 C 1 = MATRIX .ORK SPACE, 1IN SIZE( 9, 9).
75 C 5 = MATRIX WORK .SPACE. !IN SIZE(18,18).
76 C KX = RO, DIMENSION OF XYZ IN CALLING PROGRAM.
77 C KJ = RO DIMENSIO I OF JDOF IN CALLING PROGRAM,
78 C KE = ROW DI;ENSION OF EUL IN CALLING PROGRAM.
79 C KW = Rov" DImENSIONI OF II, T, AND S IN CALLING PROGRAM. MIN=18.
80 C
81 lI~CI FORMAT (A6)
82 I1C2 FORNAT (5XEIE.7)
83 1S 3 FORMAT (515)
8q 201 FORIAT (//25X 1HINPUT DATA FOR SURFACE TENSION STIFFNESS
F~* 36H(fRIANGLE OR QUADRILATERAL) ELEMENTS)
86 27.2 FORMAT (//2"X S1HINPUT DATA FOR SURFACE TENSION STIFFNESS
87 * q8H(TRIANGLF OR QUADRILATERAL) ELEMENTS (CONTINUED))
88 2~2 3 FORMAT (/12X7HSTIF = A6, /15X'HST = IPEIO0.,
89 * //ISX7HELEMENT 13X7HJOINT I 13 X7HJOINT 2 13X7HJOINT 3
90 * 13X7HJOINT 4
9 I / 15 X 6HNUMBER )





97 READ (NUTEL, 1I 3 ) NAIFK
98 READ (NUTEL,I002) ST
99 R I TE ( NOT,2 3) NAIEK ST
100 C
101 2 READ (NUTEL,1023) NEL,Jt1,j2,J3tJJ4
102 IF (JI .LE, ,) RETURN
103 NLINE = NLINE + I
314 IF (NLINE .LE. '2) GO TO 30
105 CALL PAGEHD
106 'RITE (NOT,2f12)
137 4%RIT (INOT,2013) NAMEK,ST
108 NLINE = -
109 3r WRITE (NOT,2074) NIEL,JI,J2,J3 JT
110 NERROR= I




-r3- FOR' A T 1, 0J AL 51 t-HL QUH~  L4T LOL A! i.i * U (L E 5,Kc tV A U 0 -TVLL
9i' D o 42 1=1 3 
_____
117 L-JtI13) = YZ2(J3*I)
li8 EJ(Isl) =E'JL(Jj,I)
1 19 s2I,) = EUL (J2391)
121 E i 1# ) = E L W)Esl ,H
122 IVI13) = JVQF(J2,I)
422 l$ vltl+o) =jUOQ4J3,I)
1214 IF (J4. GT2 . r -rj o i-'
I z 5 I' CU '
126 CALL STF2ST tCJ EJ IS , N~mi-K A',S KCJ tKCJ KV. KW')
t128 (7
130) C~j(J,'f = XYZ...Jit1
3.1 EJt!04) = LULIJqIJ
132 '45 lVI1+9) = JDOF(J4,I)
1 -5 MLOL = l
134. CALL STF3ST (CJ,EJ,Sr,!AK,",,S ,KCJ,K'C,K',KJK1
136 1 1C F (NAM~EIK *EQ 6H *OR* NAM1EV 6~.tHNOSTII-) GO TO 2 C
138 IF (NUTKA vL~.u -) GO TO 99Y
139 R I IL ( 'U T K X A M E K , NFL , C )L , 4C 0L MA M F L I BL fK ,I =1 9 5
I q ~w I ,J) ,1=1 M~COL) ,J=l I NCOL) , VII() iiCL
1141 C
142 GoC TO 0 C 
____________





6.2 Computer Program Input Requirements
Input requirements for the Free Surface Static Equilibrium Shape
Computer Program are given in Section 6.2.1. Input requirements for
the Vibration Analysis Computer Program are given in Section 6.2.2.
6.2.1 Input Requirements - Free Surface Static Equilibrium'Shape
Program - A description of the input requirements to the free surface
static equilibrium shape program along with listings of sample input
are presented in this section. The first three cards required are to
satisfy subroutine START (as explained in Reference (3)). Data input
to either the search mode or the survey mode is accomplished by means
of the NAMELIST facility available in Univac 1108 Fortran V. Section
6.4 of Reference (6) contains a detailed explanation of this facility.
Input values which must be specified for the survey mode are:
ACOFO the base value for the A sweep, i.e., the first A value
used will be ACOFO+DACOF
BONDNO the nondimensional ratio of inertial forces to surface
tension forces, based on container length
DACOF the increment applied to ACOFO to generate successive values
of A
DELTAT the arc length increment used in the numerical, integration
algorithm to generate a solution trajectory
NA the number of A values to be computed, i.e., NA trajectories
will be generated ranging from ACOFO+DACOF to ACOFO+NA*DACOF
IPRNT trajectory results from the numerical integration will be
printed every IPRNT integration intervals, ignored if PRINT=
.FALSE.
NX the number of tank axis intercepts used to generate solutions
from a given trajectory (A value), i.e., for a given value of
A NX solutions will be generated ranging from XUP-DX to XLO+DX
where DX=(XUP-XLO)/NX
PRINT controls the printing of intermediate results, PRINT=.TRUE.
prints all intermediate results, PRINT=.FALSE. prints only
the solution summary (Figure 3-1)
RMAX the maximum radius of the container
SEARCH controls the selection of program mode, SEARCH=.FALSE. for
the survey mode
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XLO specifies the lower limit of the tank axis intercept .for which
solutions are generated from a given trajectory
XMAX length of the container measured along the axis of symmetry
XUP specifies the upper limit of the tank axis intercept for
which solutions are generated from a given trajectory
Figure 6-2 shows a listing of a sample problem input data for the survey
mode. Note that BONDNO is not given in the input data, thus the default
value specified in the computer program (Section 6.1.1) is used.
Input values which must be specified for the search mode are:
ACOFO initial value of A
BONDNO same description as survey mode
DACOF initial increment to be applied to ACOFO, the program tries
both ACOFO+DACOF and ACOFO-DACOF in searching for an improved
solution; if none is found, DACOF is halved and the search
repeated. The value of A corresponding to the desired solu-
tion must lie in the range ACOFO+DACOF for this procedure to
work
DELTAT same description as survey mode
EPSC value of the error function at which convergence is esta-
blished
IPRNT same description as survey mode
NX same description as survey mode
PHID the desired value of contact angle in degrees
PRINT same description as survey mode
RMAX same description as survey mode
SEARCH same description as survey mode, however, SEARCH=.TRUE.
for the search mode
ULPCT 'i desired value of ullage volume percentage
XLO same description as survey mode
XMAX same description as survey mode
XUP same description as survey mode
113
Figure 6-3 shows a listing of a sample problem input data for the search
mode. Note that SEARCH is not given in the input data, thus the default
value specified in the computer program (Section 6.1.1) is used.
Multiple runs maybe made in either mode by repeating the cards
required by subroutine START and the NAMELIST data as many times as de-
sired. The run is terminated when START reads the word STOP in the run
number field of the first card.
114
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Figure 6-2 SAMPLE PROBLEM INPUT DATA - FREE SURFACE STATIC
EQUILIBRIUM SHAPE PROGRAM, SURVEY MODE
BONDTUG WARNER
TUG-LTKE cONTAINER, BOND NUMBER = 1.0, CONTACT ANGLE = 0.3 115

















Figure 6-3 SAMPLE PROBLEM INPUT DATA - FREE SURFACE STATIC
EQUILIBRIUM SHAPE PROGRAM, SEARCH MODE
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6.2.2 Input Requirements - Vibration Analysis Program - An explana-
tion of the input to the vibration analysis program, along with a listing
of input data to a sample problem (see Figure 6-4) are given here. Input





1 Run no., cols. 1-6; name, cols. 11-28 Three cards to satisfy subrou-
2 Title i, cols. 1-78 tine"START"
3 Title 2, cols. 1-78
4 'INITIL' or 'NOINIT', cols. 1-6 To initialize or not to initialize
the reserve tape
5 Number of sectors in 900 model Format (O1X,I5)
6 Matrix name (XYTZ), no. of grid
points, no. of cols. (3).
7-30 Grid point X, Y coordinates and Subroutine READ
,z values
31 Ten zeros
32 Z coordinate of longitudinal axis Format (10X,E10)
33 Grid point of corner if container Format (10X,I5)
is a cylinder
34 Matrix name (GP-CW), no. of rows
(1), no. of grid points on con-
tainer wall Subroutine READIM
35 Container wall grid point numbers
36 Ten zeros
37 Matrix name (GP-FS), no. of rows
(1), no. of grid points on fluid
surface Subroutine READIM
38 Fluid surface grid point numbers
39 3en zeros
40 Mass option; Ml for lumped, M2 Format (A2)
for consistent
41 Fluid mass density, scale factor x Format (3(5X,E10))
bulk modulus, surface tension
42 Acceleration Format (5X,E10)
43-57 Element number, grid point numbers Format (5)
for elements (CW numbering)
58 Ten zeros
59 Mode calculation option; MODES for Format (A5)
large sparse, MODED for small dense
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60 No. of modes wanted Format (10X,15)
61 No. of modes used Format (10X,15)
62 Shift value for w2 (convergence Format (10XE17.0)
will be about this value)
63 No. of maximum iteration allowed
(cards 60-63 are omitted if MODED Format '(10X,15)
option used)
64 Plot option; PLOT or NOPLOT (if Format (A6)
NOPLOT, omit cards 65-87)
65 First mode plotted (usually 1) Format (10X,15)
66 Last mode plotted ( no. of modes Format (IOX,I5)
used)
67 No. of plot views Format (10X,I5)
68 Stereo plot option (1 for stereo, Format (10X,15)
0 if not)
69 No. of tracings of line Format (10X,15)
70 Print option (1 = yes, 0 = no) Format (10X,15)
71 Plot title Format (13A6)
72 Elements plotted; GRAVTY plots
surface joints, FLUID plots all Format (A6)
joints
73 No. of view positions Format (10X,15)
74 Roll angle Format (10X,E10)
75 Matrix name (COELOC), no. of rows
(1), no. of cols. (3)
76 X, Y, Z coordinates of center of Subroutine READ
eyes
77 Ten zeros
78 Matrix name (VPLOC), no. of rows
(1), no. of columns (3) Subroutine READ
79 X, Y, Z coordinates of viewpoint
80 Ten zeros
81 Read plot data option (1 = yes, Format (10X,15)
0 = no)
82 Cross-section option (1 = yes, Format (10X,15)
0 = no)
83 Read modal data option (1 = yes, Format (10X,15)
0 = no)
84 *Atual mode number of first mode Format (10X,I5)
cailcula ted
85 Scale factor on modal displacements Format (10X,E10)
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86 Option on superposition of undeformed Fort (10X,I5)
and deformed joints (l=yes, 0=no)
87 Symmetry option. Use XSA in cols.
15-17
88 Plot option; PLOT or NOPLOT (if Format (A6)
PLOT repeat cards 65-87)
89 End of data. STOP in cols. 1-4
G2/4-S RL WOHL EN 119
. LATERAL SLOSH. GRID 2. 4 SECTORS. SPARSE. B)KM*E-8.
3 IUS STRETCHED TRANSTAGE OXTOTZER (WITROGEN TETROXTIE) TANK, BN=I. ULL VOL-B0
4 INITTL
5 NSECT 4
4 XYTZ 24 3
S1 0. 0. 90.
S 2 1 18. 0.
3 1 30, 0.
to 4 1 40. 0.
It 5 1 47.4 0.
12 6 1 27.5 15.8 30.
7 1 36.5 13.0
• 8 1 43.3 11.2
IS9 1 49.1 10.0
116 10 1 40.7 23.5 30.
I' 11 1 44.5 21.5
1s 12 1 48.0 19.7
jf 13 1 52.4 17.0
La 14 1 47.0 27.0 25.
t 15 1 51.7 28.9 20.
ZI 16 1 54.5 25.0
t3 17 1 57.3 23.0
,4 18 1 62.0 31.5 6.
19 1 62.9 29.9
Z6 20 1 64.0 27.9
t, 21 1 66.5 32.0 3.
25 22 1 71.4 32.0 0.0
23 1. 71.6 31 .0
s0 2-4 1 79.4 32.0 0.0
3t 0000000000
t Z-AXIS 0.0
55 NOJ CYL 0
"4 GP-CW 1 9
35 1 1 1 6 10 14 15 18 21 22 24
36 0000000000
nr GP-FS 1 7
51 1 1 5 9 13 17 20 23 ?4
$ 0000000000
40 M2
41 RO= 1.36 E-04 BK M = 1.31 E-03 ST= 1.56 E-04
4- GX=-1.12 E-0
3
43 1 1 2 6
44 2 2 3 7 6
45 3 3 4 8 7
4-€ a 4 5 9 8
1 5 6 7 11 10
45 6 7 8 12 114C 7 8 9 13 12
50 8 10 11 15 14
5$ 9 11 1? 16 15
57 10 12 13 17 16
53 11 15 16 19 18
54 12 16 17 20 19
55 13 18 19 Z2 21
Si 1& 19 20 23 22










JS MN STAPT I




IO F PRIT 0
'I IUS OX TANK. 9N=1. ULL VOL = 80. GRID 2, 4 SECTORS.
7Z GRAVTY
73 N VIEW PT 1
74. ROLL ANGLE 180.
T1 COFLOC 1 .3
7( 1 1 70. 0. -O00.
SOOO000Qoooooo
7 VPLOC 1 3
1 1 50. 0.
0000oononoo
IF READ PD 0
A CROSS SECT 0







Figure 6-4 SAMPLE PROBLEM INPUT DATA VIBRATION ANALYSIS PROGRAM (cont'd)
